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School Program Criticized By Parents
DEFENDED BY STAFF MEMBER
Basic B.C. Program Inadequate — Superintendent
by PAT MANNING 
Special to the Sidney Review
North Saanich School’s elective 
program came under fire 
Monday at a Saanich Peninsula 
School Board meeting held at the 
school and attended by about 35 
people.
Several parents agreed with J. 
(Shorty) McLeod, Allbay Road, 
who told the Board he was 
“appalled” at the handwriting of 
the students and was concerned 
generally that students were not 
getting a proper background in 
core subjects.
He said he was finding it 
“difficult to understand what is 
going on at the school” in terms 
of the elective program.
“I can teach my son how to ride 
a bike and play scrabble,” he 
exclaimed.
North Saanich School has 
worked out a system whereby 
students take “core subject” 
classes from 8:30 until 12:20 





thre(i-day week in which on day i 
one and day three they take ] 
elective subjects and on day two 
they take “family life" for one 
period and extra help in core 
subjects for the second period.
The electives are in three 
blocks ~ academic (botany, 
anthropology and archeology, 
advanced French, geography, 
creative writing. ecology, 
learning assistance, library and 
audio-visual and newspaper); 
cultural (band, choral music, folk 
guitar, ukelele, theatre and art) 
and practical (industrial 
education, textiles, typing, office 
practice, photography and 
sports).
.Students are required to take 
one subject from each block.
McLeod asked board members 
if they had had any “feed-back” 
regarding the program and 
whether it was under study.
Chairman Rubymay Parrott 
said “the program will certainly 
be evaluated,” and agreed with 
McLeod there should be more 
emphasis on core subjects — 
reading, writing, arithmetic and 
spelling.
kvkkyone: concerned
District Superintendent Eric 
Lewis said the problem lay not 
with the elective program but 
rather with the ineffectiveness of
IS
the basic program.
“Every school principal 
concerned,” he said.
“The whole province is con­
cerned.
He said the problem goes right 
back to grade one.
“We haven’t taught children to 
read, write and do arithmetic as 
we should,” he said.
"The teachers are no more 
happy about it than you are.'
PK0(Ht,M D!•;EE.\D E1)
Director of Instruction Bob 
Taylor came out in defense of the 
elective program saying it 
provided an excellent op­
portunity for students \\eak in a 
core subject to gain extra help. 
He said the program is constantly 
being evaluated as are all the 
district programs.
One parent . John Forge, 9925 
Marshall, said he felt the 
program was “an excellent 
addition to investigative and 
communicative skills.”
Trustee Norma Sealey said she 
had two children at the school 
and was very pleased with the 
effect the program had on one of 
her children in particular. She 
said individual differences in 




Family Pets Also Killed
TRAPPED ANIMAL ESCAPES
by GEORGE MANNING 
Special to the Sidney Review
VOU.N’fiEST OF THREE dogs who killed 
14 rabbits Monday on the farm of Lom 
Violini, sat breathing heavily in the
corner of a rabbit hutch, surrounded by 
the bodies of animals he’d helped kill. 
The dog escaped minutes later.
Compefitioi! For Regional Seats 
Ml Contest On Peninsnia
Continued on Page 2
GARDNER, BUTLER 
BOTH CHALLENGED
With only a few nominations 
actually received to date by 
municipal returning officers, 
competition for the 1-3 council and
On a split vote, Sidney council 
decided last week to pursue an 
independent course in seeking 
provincia 1 assistance in bringing 
a water line to the peninsula and 
,/:theJown.y-:.f
Adopted with a margiri of only 
one vote, themotion was opposed 
by Mayor Stan Dear.^^^
Debate on the matter arose 
after a presentation to council by 
Walter Housatchenko, 10424 
Resthaven Drive.
Housatchenko also spoke on 
behalf of five of his neighbours - 
all of whom are unable to sub- 
devide their large parcels on 
Resthaven because of the town 
water shortage. .
He was told there are more 
than 700 applications for con­
nections already on a waiting list.
Residential construction has 
come to a virtual standstill since 
the Sidney Water Board stopped 
issuing new connection per­
mission. Under town bylaw, 
building permits may not be 
issued until connection per­
mission is granted ■ effectively 
lialting citizens from drilling 
(heir own wells on land slated for 
development.
Dear contended that the town 
should wait iintil they receive 
notification of acceptance or 
rejection of a brief already 
submitted to the province on 
behalf of North and Central 
.Saanich, as well as Sidney,
Aid, Wilkie Gardener 
disagreed, however, claiming “if 
the regional draft already sub’ 
niHled in scuUled, we need an 
alterimtive plan."
Earlier this month, couneil had 
approved a motion directing two 
of llu'ir number to meet with 
representatives of the other two 
peninsula municipalities to 
consider the advisability of ap­
proaching the province • ^'ithout 
reforenee to the capital region,
’'NT
THE IN.ll'RY was not a.s .scveriv as the 
look of pain would indicate, but George 
Foley went to hospital anyt^'oy Saturday
afternoon, 
page Hi
or more photos and sloi'v see
NO REDUCTION FOR PENINSULA MOTORISTS
A local school teacher took her 
cat to the vet recently, to have it 
spayed - only to bo told that the 
operation wasn’t nece.ssary, tlie 
feline had already l)ecn neutered, 
and besides, it was a male,
A scheme descrilted J;>y In­
surance Corporation of ILC,
General Manager Norm Bortnick 
us “e.ssentially gocKl news for the 
motiirisU. of British Coluiiibi.i" 
has nolldng in It, for [xmlnsula ear 
owners,;. /■ ■
Autoplan '75 is a program’ 
de.slgned to result in uniform auto 
iasurance rates"throughoiit the 
province, using petroleum tax 
revenues to subsidize (he 
goviu-nmenl's compulsory 
Insurnnee organization
But the Greater Vietorin area; 
including North Saanich, Sidney 
and Central Saanich; is obvious
in its aliHcnce from the lisi of 
regional discminlK,
Motori.sts here will pay the 
same rates in 1975 as they did this 
year, wliile those in utliei' parts of 
the province will be given basic 
reductions in premium ranging 
from (Northern ICC.) tiv$ui 
'Upper \'fineoiiver (.sltoid) 
.lustifying the move to uniform 
rales Ihrouglioiil llu' pi'0vi))ee. 
Tninspori and ConiiiuinieaiionH 
Mini.ster Bobert Strachan said 
'old line' insuranee people tniglit 
disagree with this philosophy , Imi 
“the rales-by-terriiory .sy.stcin 
can be earried to esireines.’'
"DoutuloSs we ooiild coiiu' up 
with slniistic.s lo jusiify 'adif- 
I'crciu rate foi’dliteriTit lilocks of 
the same sti'cei," be .saKi,:
' ■ (..'ai' owaiers on Die peniiiMila 
ami ihi'oughoul Lower N';incouver 
bsland liave triicbiloi'iiiny enjoyeil 
lower rales than niher iiiirts o( 
Uie provlnee,. lieeause ol lower 
aeeiileiit CNiierienee
Before the .XDi'’ governiTienl 
took ' over all, auto; ivisuranee 
coverage In llic' i.irovlnee, private 
eonipani(‘s eharged differing 
rales in various partsnl ICC. 
ba.sid on elainiH experieiiee.
school board seals up for grabs 
on the peninsula hasn't yet been 
clearly settled.
Only definite races so far are 
those between Sidney incumbent 
regional director Wilkie Gardner 
arid former Alderman Hugh 
Hollingworth; and Central 
.Saanich Mayor Jean Butler and 
.Aid: Dave Hill - both for regional 
board>s,eats,:';.'y'''^
Returning to the pbli tica 1 arena 
after a .two year absence, 
Hollingu'orth is contesting the 
regi ona 1 board sea t because ‘ ‘ the 
board has a great deal of power 
over our municipality.”
“W e’ve only got one 
representative on the board,” he 
told The Review',’“and he must 
be someone who's w'illing to stand 
up and be heard on behalf of the 
jxiople of Sidney.”
Ed Price, 2020 Ardwell Avc 
has also submitted nomination, 
papers for a Siilney aldermanic 
seat, but is not contesting the 
regional post.
In North Saanich, polilica 
newcomer Peter Tredgott, who 
announced his oandidacy last 
week, will be joined on the ballot 
by Mrs, Bea Bond, 9019 I.oehside 
Drive.
Wliile no nominalion.s have 
been received for llie four school 
board positions open on the 
|ienins(ila, ineumbi'nts l.ois 
Walsh iNorlli Saanich), Norinii 
Sealey (Sidney), and Waltei' 
Tangye ((,'eriiral Sa.mielu have 
all indiciiled they will se(«k re- 
eli’ctioii. '
'I'he fiiiirih pcTiitisula school 
•joaI'd seal was vacated liy 
'I'ni.stee 'Anil: FiHT.sler in mid, 
lei'in ■ w
Tlii'ee aldiTmanie senis an' 
open in e;ieh oi the three 
lu'iiinsiila iiiunicipalities. while 
only ,tho Ceniral / Saanieh 
nuiyorally ennlesl will t.'ike place 
.this year., ■
' All pns|(lnn,s are for a two year 
term, Willi tlie oxeeplion o( the 
scliofil board byeleetiori in 
Cerilral Saanlelr 
In Sidney, inenmlieiil aldi'rmen 
Ibil Merreit and Boss Martin 
have both indicated previously 
thill tligy would seek re-election, 
,\0111 illations for all positions 
closes at noon nii ()etol)er2il, wllli 





Victoria lawyerE.E. Pearlman 
has been appointed bargaining 
coordinator for regional 
municipalities, the regional 
district and Greater Victoria 
school board - and some mem­
bers of the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees aren’t too 
happy,with the choice.
The town of Sidney lias agreed 
to participate with Greater 
Victoria municipalities in the 
hiring of Mr. Pearltuan, with only 
one local alderman opposed to 
coucil’s decision on the matter, 
Chances of: municipa 1 ; em­
ployee^ strikes! are : likelyirwith 
Pearlman heading ; the 
negotiations, CUPE members in 
Victoria have stated;
The committee which hired 
Pearlman will also likely enter 
into a lockout agreement 
amongst themselves, Sidney 
council were told last week by 
Aid. Peter Malcolm,
Sidney would be in a better 
position to withstand a strike or 
lockout than other lower Island 
municipalities, Malcolm said, 
although it would create some 
administrative problems.
Sidney Aid, Ross Martin cast 
the lone vote in opposition to 
Sidney’s involvement in the 
cooperative negotiating venture, 
deserilring it last week as a 
■'delaehod, impersonal and 
iriachiiK'-like way of dealing” 
with town emiiloyecs,
Malcolm, who has participated 
in previous negoliiiti()n,s with two 
staff, recommended that Sidney 
join wllli olluT municipalities in 
hiring Pearlman because he 
e.xpecl.s 1975 to be a “lough year” 
lor lalioiir negotiations.
Lop Violini had a bad dream 
on Monday night, and woke 
Tuesday morning with a sense of 
foreboding. He woke at eight, 
later than he usually rises.
His year-old black lab, Mc­
Cabe. was restless and Violini 
heard sounds coming from the 
direction of the family’s rabbit 
hutch.
McCabe was first on the scene, 
trapping the youngest of three 
marauding dogs inside the rabbit 
pen with the results of his car­
nage.
Fourteen rabbits, four of them 
babies, were dead.
An hour later, Violini, 1'354 
McTavish Rd., showed this 
reporter the small grey male 
with the crippled foot that had 
been raised from a baby by his 
five-year-old son, Noah.
Three more of the. animals wer 
long-time family pets. The rest 
were part of a recent venture into 
raising rabbits for meat.
Violini said he has seen the 
same three dogs, two border 
collies and the shepherd-like 
puppy, before. The last time was 
Monday afternoon. He thinks 
they may have passed by, looking 
the place over.
“These dogs roam across here 
all the time,” Violini said. 
“Everyone thinks they’re wild.
If they see you, they slink off like 
■coyotes.”: C;';;',;
: Violini was still angry :45 
minutes after he discovered the 
Cdead animals: “If L can get ri 
permit;’’ he said, “Tmfgoirig to- 
lay Tor therini?’-, ’
After coffee, and some: 
reflection, he admitted he would 
like to shoot all three dogs - but 
wouldn’t because of 'the 
proximity of neighbouring homes 
and the Glen Meadows Golf 
Course,
Violini’S wife, Glynis, called 
both Victoria and Sidney RCMP, 
She was told that her husband 
would be within his rights to kill 
the trapped dog, but a Sidney 
constable suggested she contact 
the North Saanich animal con­
troller instead,
He was unavailable. He might 
be in later that day, or the next 
day. They'd give him the 
message, His home phone 
number could not be given out, 
Twenty minutes later he was no 
longer needed. The dog had 
escaped through a hole in the 
wire, and disappeared into 
surrounding woods,
Violini was aware of the ever 
present clanger to bis animals
mpmui
TIMI'H’HANIiE
'Spring ahead ... 
and Fall bark', the saying 
goes — and for peninsula 
residents who don't want to 
he out of step wHh their 
fellows, daylight saving 
ends at2 Him. on Sunday, 
Dclohrr 27.
I'hat’s the lime when 
we’ll gain hack the hoar 
Hint wiis lost last Spring.
T'or readers who find the 
whole niatler as confusing 
as does the reporter 
assigned in write these 
paragraplis, clocks must 
he set haek sixty minutes lo 
put them properly on 
I’aeilic Standard Time,
from both dogs and raccoons, but 
thought his rabbits would be safe 
- inside rabbit hutches, them­
selves enclosed in a wire cage.
On Tuesday, holes were torn in 
the wire and the hutches had been 
upset.
Scventeen-monlh-old Nathan 
used to get in the cage and play 
with the rabbits, Violini said, and 
they were often taken into the 
family’s house.
“We’ve got lots of animals,” he 
said, “but the rabbits were our 
favorites.”
Sgl. At Tomlins, head of 
SSidney RCMP detachment, told 
The Review that such problems 
are primarily the concern of local 
animal controllers, adding, 
however, that RCMP would at­
tend if the case were severe 
enough.
In any case, he said, the 
detachment is always willing to 
provide the animal controller’s 
telephone number.
Killing of marauding animals, 
if they must be killed, should be 
done by competent people, he 
said. : '"■'■
“I’m sympathetic to the plight 
of the victim,” he added, “but I 
wouldn’t want to have people 
shooting off firearms all over the 
place.’’
The new provincial Domestic ; 
Animal Protection Act, however, 
does allow the killing of dogs that 
are; running at large, and 
viscibusly attacking a person or 
domestic animal.
This would take precedence, 
North Saanich Clerk Ted Fairs 
told The Review, over a 
municipal bylaw prohibiting the 
discharge of firearms.
. Even if it didn’t, North Saanich 
would not likely prosecute, Fairs; 
said.!; ■!
“We’ve had instarices before 
where people have shot dogs, 
protecting their livestock,"he 
said. “We’ve never, as a 
municipality, prosecuted for 
discharge of a firearm.”
Fairs explained that the 
district’s animal.controller only 
works three days per week - and 
isn't always on duty. The 
controller’s phone number is not 
given out, Fairs said, ‘‘because 
he was getting calls at home, on 
weekends and in the evening, and 
when he got there..,it was just 
people wanting lo get rid of some 
kittens,”
North Saanich municipal staff 
will try to contact the controller, 
Fairs said, if a complaint is made 
to them,
THESE TWO WERE PETS, Glynis Violini told The 
Hoviow, examining the carnage left after an early 
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TENIS FOR C. SAAMCH
Vancouver Island’s first 
bubble-enclosed tennis facility 
will be built on the Saanich 
Peninsula,
Carolyn Rhomberg, who along 
with her husband Kdgar, is 
building the five-court facility, 
told The Review 'I'uesday the 
courts will be located on Keating 
Crossroad off Bryn Road. She 
said the courts will be open to the 
public on a ’’pay as you play" 
basis.
HOBBY SHOW
POLICE WORK isn’t ail cops and robbers. Central 
Saanich Const. Neil Lane always carries a broom in the 
trunk of his police cruiser to clean up debris after traffic
accidents Review Photo by L. Ben Hircock
WALKWAY STUDIED
North Saanich Council is 
studying the feasibility of 
building a bike and walkway two 
and a half miles on either side of 
Deep Cove School.
The 1973 Hobby and 
Christmas Show sponsored by the 
North & South Saanich 
Agricultural Society in aid ol 
their Building Fund was such a 
success that it has been decided 
to make it an annual event.
Saturday, November 1(1, from 
10 A.M. to .'j P..M.. and Sunday 
November 17, from 1 P.M. to 5 
P.M. are the chosen times for this 
year and the place is the main 
Building Comple.x at the 
Saanichton Fair Grounds.
There will be something to 
enjoy for all ages — from 
children to senior citizens. The 
main attraction will be the Hobby 
Show and a display comprised of 
antiques and unique articles, old 
or new — from ancient can­
dlesticks to a dinosaur’s tooth. 
Anyone wishing to contribute to 
this Show or Display please 
contact Mrs. Hutt, 652-1,540, or 
Mr. Clive, 652-1770
Construction on the two-acre 
site will begin this week with the 
official opening date set for Jan.
4. Rhomburg said the project has 
been approved by Central 
Saanich municipality (md has the 
full support of council.
To be called Island Indoor 
Tennis Incorporated, the 
facilities will be open seven days 
a week from 7 a.m. until mid- 
niglit.
■‘There will be different rates 
for different times.’’ said 
Rhomberg,
She said there will be a pro on 
hand to teach.
A farm house on the site will be 
used as a clubhouse for the 
present but future plaas include a 
four-court fi.xed structure with a 
clubhouse to be built next spring 
if there is sufficient demand.
Fmquiries may be directed to 
the Rhombergs at 653-6721.
ROAD REPAIRS OWNERS PROBLEMS
STOLEN CAR 
HIT AND RUN VEHICLE
One of two automobiles stolen 
in Sidney on October 13 was in-
olved in a hit and run accident in 
Victoria and recovered by Vic­
toria police.
The 1966 Oldsmobile disap­
peared from near the residence 
of owner Mrs. T. Dous, 2292 
Henry Ave., Sidney.
A 1955 Chevrolet, owned by 
Ivan Gimlet, 10465 Resthaven 
Drive went missing the same 
day. It has not yet been 
‘ recovered, police said.
Seabrook Road in Central 
Saanich will not be improved — 
at least not by the municipality.
,‘\nd Seabrook resident Morris 
Kersey and his neighbours will be 
informed that if they want a 
better road, they'll have to build 
it themselves.
Kersey had written to council 
Mc.rch25, complaining about the 
“deplorable and dangerous 
condition" of Seabrook. claiming 
that it left he and his neighbours 
"in,a precarious position" should 
they rccjuire an ambulance or fire 
truck.-
He wrote again recently, 
asking why nothing had boon 
done in response lo his first 
letter.
The re(|uest was one of several 
in the same vein that had been 
received by the municii^al office. 
Central .Saanich public works 
committee was told Monday by 
public services .Superintendent 
Gary Rogers.
"'i'hese people went in there 
and built their houses at the end 
of gazetted road,’’ he said, 
"driving across a cornfield to get 
there."
.Again mentioning similar 
cases in the district, Rogers said 
he needed guidance from the 
committee on how to deal with 
them.
Committee members agreed 
that past policy clearly set out
that the municipality would not 
bring such roads up to standard, 
but would only take over their 
continued maintenance once 
adjacent property owners had 
done so.
Several other undeveloped 
roads in the district were men­
tioned, and the committee finally 
approved a motion to again 
enunciate its policy on the matter 
to Kersey.,
A sidelight to the discussion 
was a short statement from 
Municipal Clerk Fred Durrand on 
the costs of Central Saanich 
rt'mainine a rnr.-il mimicinalily
It may be more costly on an 
individual basis to do so, Durrand 
told the committee, than to allow 
further development.
Local roads such as Seabrook 
might be alright for just local 
use, he said, but problems arose 
when visitors to the area also
travelled them.
Durrand referred to one of 
Kersey’s complaints — that part
of the problem came from people 
patronizing a vegetable stand on 
Seabrook — stating that local 
roads just were not designed for 
“tourists from Victoria’’.
“Your rural roads are now 
going to get even more use,” he 
said, referring to the peninsula’s 
appraoching status as the last 




1973 Mazda 808 




On the same afternoon, at the 
same intersection. Central 
Saanich police attended two 
separate rear-end collisions.
A total of $600 damage was 
done in the first incident at the 
intersection of Keating Crossroad 
and the Pat Bay Highway, in­
volving a car driven by Chester 
L. Christensen of Nanaimo.
In the second incident cars 
were driven by I>inda Lee 
Rowbotham. 1164 Sluggett Rd. 
and Myles J. MacMillan, 4434 
Chartwell.
Damage totalled $1250.
Both Christensen and Mac­
Millan were issued traffic 











Continued from Page 1
1966
H.T. V8 auto power 
steering & brakes
1973 Mazda 808 
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Parrott said her main concern 
was “the education system hasn’t 
been demanding enough from the 
children.” She said an education 
system reflecLs the needs and 
expressed desires of society and 
society as a whole is allowing 
people to get by with less than 
their best.
He said North Saanich School 
has the longest school day in the 
district (300 minutes) and they do 
so in order to work in the extra 
subjects they want.
“The students really only 
spend 10 to 11 percent of the 
school week on electives, but the
hebenefits are considerable, 
said.
He concluded by saying a 
visiting district superintendent 
had been to the school recently 
and had said irwas “the best 
learning situation he had ever 
seen in his career.”
“We should insist we get the 
best — the utmost effort from all 




Montego 2 dri HJ. 
302 VS auto
Lewis said instilling a sense of 
responsibility in "students is 
important.
“We catch their interest, m.ake 





65 Dodge sedan 
6 cyl. auto.
65 0lds F85 
Iconvertable re-built 
88 auto P.S.P.B.
Executive Assistant Gerry 
Montgomery, North Saanich 
School told The Review Tuesday 
the school spends more time on 
core subjects than is specified by 
the Depart'ment of Education;
“We spend 100 minutes a day 
on language arts (oral and 
written English)which is 20 
percent more than the Depart­
ment of Education suggests,” he 
commented.
He said they were quite or­
thodox in their approach having 
s|X!lling tests (like in the old 
days), sentence slruelure and 
grammar,
“Wo do give them the basics 
and grounding' they should 
have," he said.
' AGENnA:''''-',.'
— Fire Service— who will protect IIS?
— Water— Is there enough?
— Dean Park Estates — Pliase One now.
AUG./SEPT. OCT./NOV. DEC./JAN. FEBVMAR. APRIL/MAY JUNE/JULY
— New mnnieipal Ity-laws, Controlling well drilling and Lot 
size— will you be aide to hnild on your vacant lot?
Miseellaneons niatlers include, Amity Drive — lligliway 
elosnre; Airport Expansion and SaanielrPeninsuIa IIos|)ital.
SansbuiY School 
Wednesday October 30, 8:00 P.M.
JAN, FEH, MAR. APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG, SEPT, OCT. NOV, DEC.
1967 Falcon 






AT BUTLER BROTHERS EQUIPMENT
DIVISION
SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS
1964 Chevrolet 
sedan 6 cyl auto
' '
1966 Baracuda 
iFormula S 273 V8 
4 sneed radio
1963 Beaumont 
convcrtable 6 cyl 
automatic, radio




Hydro bills are now being sent every two months, Think about this; The 
highest bills of the year come right between Christmas and Income Tax, 
when you want them least
We think we have a bolter idea: We call it the Equal Payment Plan,
Quite simply, we estimate your yearly Hydro costs and spread them over 
twelve equal payments, That way, you can budget for the same amount 
every month. - ■
If that makes sense for you, give us a call 
or fill out the coupon belovj and pop it in 
the mail today.
B.C. HYDRO





Bill Kendall and Jim Patterson, Our Parts Specialists.
B.C. HYDRO (CUSTOMERS- ACCOUNTS) ’ !l I
970 Burrafd Street |
Vtincouvoi, ILC, V0Z 1Y3. . ■, (, |
I hav(} Uiii (loiailsonvouf Bqual Paynmnt Pian. % J
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GOVERNMENT TAKEOVER HASNT AFFECTED SERVICE
THE REVIEW
Page 3
Lower Bus Fares Retained
Provincial government 
takeover of McArthur Tran­
sportation Ltd., operators of the 
local Pacific Commuter bus 
service, .took place nearly three 
months ago — so quietly that 
most users of the bus line hardly 
noticed the difference.
Wayne McArthur, former 
owner and now general manager 
of the operation, told The Review 
Monday that government 
ownership has meant no real 
changes in the line’s activities.
The three bus drivers and 
receptionist employed by 
McArthur before the takeover 
have remained with the firm, and 
have been promised continuing 
employment with the govern­
ment, McArthur said.
The company’s sixth employee, 
McArthur’s wife Donna, is 
slowly retiring from her position 
as receptionist, McArthur added.
One non-change that has been 
beneficial to peninsula bus users 
is the retention of at least two 
runs that McArthur would have 
abandoned had he continued to 
operate the line on his own.
An 8:20 a.m. run to Victoria, 
and its return at 10 a.m., would 
have been cut from the schedule, 
McArthur said, because they 
were not paying their way.
Low usage of the runs, com­
bined with drastically increasing 
operating costs would have left 
him no choice.
Another benefit for Pacific 
Commuter’s riders is the 
retention by the province of the 
same fare structure that has been 
in effect since McArthur took 
over in 1970.
“Costs have gone out of sight’’ 
during that period, McArthur 
said, adding there was no doubt 
he would have had to raise fares 
to continue in operation.
Commenting on the effect such 
an increase would have had on 
his bus line, McArthur described 
Sidney as “a fixed income town.’’
“We would have lost a lot of 
these people,’’ he said, if fares 
had gone up.
At present, the service is 
“pretty well a break-even 
operation,’’ McArthur said, 
although overhead costs are 
making this more and more 
difficult to maintain.
Fuel has increased by one- 
third, parts by as much as 350 per 
cent (“If you can get them”) and 
the cost of a tire and tube from 
$86 to nearly $150 — again, if they 
are available.
McArthur has no advance 
knowledge of any changes in the 
way in which the local bus ser­
vice is to be operated, saying only 
that he’s been told to continue 
operations as in the past.
The Pacific Commuter service 
is now part of a regional tran­
sportation system, however,
McArthur added, and future 
development of the bus line will 
likely be in conjunction with an
SOCCER CLINIC
Here’s your chance to learn 
everything you’ve always wanted 
to know about soccer but were 
afraid to ask...
The B. C. Sports F edera tion a nd 
the B.C. Federation of School 
Athletic Associations have 
recently received a grant from 
the O’Keefe Sports Foundation to 
sponsor a series of soccer 
coaching clinics throughout the 
province.
The first clinic will be staged in 
Nanairho, November 1,2 and 3, 
and is open to all interested
THE ClRGUSiS :- 
^(GOMING’TOvTOWN;-. ' ^
A circus is the theme and the 
setting for the play chosen by the 
Peninsula Players for their fall 
production, scheduled for 
November 15 & 16 at Sidney 
Elementary School.
“Stick With Molasses’’ is an 
original, prizewinning Canadian 
play - a fantasy about a “genie" 
who lives in a garbage can and 
winds up in a circus to help solve 
the mystery of a dastardly plot to 
cheat the “hero" out of his 
rightful inheritance. A “friendly 
lion" helps out in this en­
tertaining story, directed by 
Maureen Farrant.
Family entertainment ,is the 
aim of the Players for this 
season, plays that are fun to do 
and fun to watch - for adults, 
children and grandchildren.
Two nights and one afternoon 
matinee arc scheduled - watch 
for more details later.
The' Saanich Peninsula Soccer 
Club will receive a $100 donation 
from North Saanich Council, for 
purchase of nets to be tised at 
Wain Park,
Vancouver Island coaches, men 
and women, 19 years of age and 
over.
The clinic, which opens Friday 
evening, will be conducted by a 
host of outstanding soccer per­
sonalities. They include: Bill 
McAllister Technical Director of 
the B.C. Soccer Commission; Les 
Wilson, Vancouver Whltecaps 
player and former English in­
ternational; Jim Easton, 
Whitecaps coach and a former 
Scottish international player; 
Dan Kulai, F.I.F.A. official and a 
former international referee; 
Wes Byznell,well-kn6wn Victoria 
athletic trainer. Special guest 
clinician will be Bill Thomson of 
Ottawa, national; technical 
director for the Canadian Soccer 
Association.
Bill McAllister is attending the 
clinic through the sanction of the 
British Columbia Physical Fit­
ness and Amateur Sports Fund- 
The clinic will, be staged at 
Wellington Junior Secondary 
School. The Friday evening in­
troduction session will take place 
at Malaspina College's Wakesiah 
Campus Cafeteria.
There is no cost to register for 
the clinic, but those attending will 
be responsible for their own food, 
and if from out of town, their own 
accommodation.
Registration for the clinic is 
limited, so participants are urged 
to notify the Island Clinic Co­
ordinator immediately. Send 
name, address and phono 
number to; Mr. Bob Do 
Buysscher, Co-ordinator of 
Physical Education, Malaspina 
College, 375 Kennedy Street, 
Nanaimo, phone 753-3245, local 
227,











Asked about his own plans for 
the future, McArthur said he in­
tends to remain in transportation 
with the provincial government, 
although not necessarily in 
Sidney.
“Transportation is one of the 
most exciting fields there is right 
now,” he believes, and its been 
his way of life for the past 14 
years.
B.C. Transit Bureau head Vic 
Parker was unable to provide 
firm plans for the future of the 
local bus line, although he did tell 
The Review Tuesday that plan­
ning would take place in con­
sultation with the regional 
district and the municipalities 
concerned.
One possibility, he said, might 
be some form of combined ser­
vice with the bus operations of 
the peninsula school district.
SAUNA in your own home
V, \ 1
V \ > ^\s - V
Mm
If you’re a Do-It-Yourselferr Panelec will 
supply the busies, which include the heater, 
;;.contr61s' and -rocks.
PACKAGE as low as $229.00
Paneiec also has available the clear, kiln- 
dried cedar lining and bench materials.
“i-Note our new address
OPEN WEEKDAYS
8 a.m, - .5 p.m.













12 Oz. Size With Germ Killing 12^
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10 LB. FREEZER PACKS ^ _
GROUND BEEF •"•••.••••••••••io uih, 9fUU
PORK CHOPS —. . . . . . . . . ,.hi,J13.90
PORK BUn STEAKS.. . . . . . .  *9.90
BONELESS STEWING BEEF. . . . . . . . . „„.’12.90
GROUND ROUND. . . . . . . . . . . .  - *12.90
SUPER BURGER ...................... ......... io u,s^7.90
Where meats are a specially, not a sldellna
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOB SERVICE AND QUALITY
For sorvlcii fk ciunlliy shop the 2400 Block Boncoti Ave,
656-S501
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
SPKCIALIZlNCt IN FEE8II CUT MEATS - 
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Sidney council’s recent decision - to join with other 
municipalities in the region in hiring a professional 
labour negotiator - is one that is likely to prove popular 
with most tax-payers.
In an era when union militancy is on the rise, and 
demands are fast disappearing into thewage
stratosphere, a more sophisticated approach to 
bargaining on the part of our elected reprentatives is 
certainly required - if for no other reason than to keep j 
pace with the increasing professionalism of unions. I m
Recent negotiations in the public service elsewhere in 
the province have revealed wage increase requests as 
high as 86 per cent, many times the increase in the cost
^^The attitude of many labour leaders seems to be one of 
getting ail the traffic will bear, with little regard for the 
economics of the situation.
The Canadian Union of Public Employees, in par­
ticular, seem to view the public purse as an endless fund 
from which any wage demand can be met - especially 
under threat of strike or slow-down.
While local employees may not necessarily make such 
demands, or employ such tactics, that possibility does 
exist; and the idea of meeting professional union 
bargaining with an equally professional municipal 
approach seems the best way of giving tax payers some 
protection.
Arguments to the contrary, such as that presented by 
Sidney Aid. Ross Martin, must offer little comfort to 
town residents on fixed incomes, and others whose 
wages will not increase dramatically. _
Martin decries as “detached, impersonal and 
machine-like” a system that was introduced by the 
unions themselves.
union bargaining agents bring a “personal” touch to
labour negotiations, or that CURE threats to bring B.C.
municipalities to their knees is anything other than 
detach^ and machinerlike.
If the facts of the case were different, Martin’s con­
cerns might be worthwhile.
If it were simply a matter of local^ rf dealing
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s Supper 
11:00 a.m. Family Bible House 
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. F.vening Service
Wednesday 
Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said 
Tam the Light of the World”.
ABANDONED PLOW rests lighU^^^ in the crisp Fall air, against an equally weathered barn on VVillard Michell s 
farrri, Saanichton. ‘ , ■ , Photo by Jack Ralph
Negotiations on the part of Sidney employees will be 
pursued by an experienced union agent, and to meet him 
with less than a fully professional approach could result,
view of local rate-payers.
Wanted, Candidates
board seats to be contested Novem.ber 16 is less than six 
days away — and, still, only the race for alderman in 
Sidney has enough candidates to make it a contest.
In itself, this is not unusual.
Many potential candidates prefer for a variety of 
reasons to withhold their formal nominations until just 
prior to the noon deadline on nomination day.
This does not, however, preclude advance knowledge 
of their candidacy (whether by intent or otherwise) 
from leaking to incumbent politicians, potential op­
ponents and the media.
What makes the current situation abnormal — with 
respect to North Saanich, Central Saanich and the 
peninsula school board - is that no such advance 
publicity seems to be seeping to the surface.
The conclusion many veteran election watchers have 
dravvn is that new, suitable candidates for these 
positions may never appear— leaving the seats ompty, 
or open to people who would not norninllywin if given 
even token opposition;
Unfortunately, those who have the most to offer their 
fellow citi'/ens are often the last to let their names 
for municipal office.
Kditor, The Keview, Sir:
During these fall days of little 
air movements it can be expected 
that the stink of sulphate mills 
will fill the valleys and channels 
of coastal areas such as the 
Satellite and Saanich Inlets and 
then drift across the Peninsula. 
The sulphite smell may be 
tolerated to some extent, What 
offends ones sleep is the oc­
casional liberation of chlorine 
gas wherin one awakes almost 
stifling; ones breathing is 
reluctant to accept such
pollution. The same gas was used 
by the Germans in W.W. 1.
Mostly the problem of 
dissipation and reduction in 
potency of such released 
pollutions is governed to a great 
extent by wind velocity. The 
more wind the higher the 
dissipation factor and the less 
noticeable the pollution to the 
average individual’s senses.
There is some Government 
agency to provide monitoring of 
pollutions such as tliese. 
Inasmuch as the chlorine factor
seems only to be let loose during 
graveyard hours it could be that 
such agency is closed down 




Kditor, I'he Review. .Sir:
How much interest is there in 
the three municipalities, in 
learning belter techniques on a 
higher level for saving the lives of 
memliers of the communities'.'
No one can answer that belter
Involved; as active service club members, as leaders in 
their prdfo.ssion or trade, as parentH, or as just pltiin 
good neighbours.
Yet these are the kind of people most of us want and 
need to determine the affairs of our municipalities and 
school district.
As any municipal reporter will admit, our aldermen 
and school trustees do far more than ever graces the 
pages of newspapers.
they do not simply bicker over subdivision ap­
plications, debate procedural rules or criticize each 
other for their views on this or that,
They alsoare the final authority for tlie expenditure of
Flight Of Ideas
millions of dollars each year, they dolermine the style
and quality of education received by our children and 
they regularly make complex decisions tliai will shape 
our community for generations to come.
The role they play is a crucial one; incvitalily ef­
fecting every faiiijly,eveiy bii.siiie.s.saiid every parcel of 
land within their area of rcsponslbilliy,
Its not a role that should lightly he abdicated by in- 
illfference to Ihobivthai would ^sccl; il'only ..for jici sonal 
reasons of gain or ego-sntisfatdion.
But that’s what will certainly happen if some of ihest' 
good men and women don’t step forward soon.
Nominations for all council and school hoard stmts 
dose at noon on October 2H - it is; U> lie hopcrl that more 
willing candidates, equal to the (ask. u ill take Ibal sit'p 
iMifore that hour arrive.s,
A tonvlior frit'iKi NVlK) spi'iil last 
wwk-(Mi(i at our placo, relaxing 
from the strain of yet anoilier 
year of tlie ;!U lie's spmil in llial 
role. lias lieen telling me ot whiii 
lie eonsiders tlie one glaring gap 
in our seliool eurrieula,
"We eover every eoneeivalile 
siihjeel exeepi tlie oil" llial may 
jnsi be the most imparlant of all - 
imagination,” he said.
"Wedo a rmisonalily good jol) 
in leaehing facts, in dmidoping 
the capacity for learning. Keiilily 
and jiraet iealiiy are our 
si«'eialtles. Bui \V(' liardl.v toiu'll 
that part of the mind dial was 
I me.'int to .soar." ^
I 1 wondereil if this was a new 
thing or it it went haek ilirougl' 
history, rememl'eriii!' ni.v own 
dislike ot tlie seliool system,
"The quality of imagiiiatiou is 
under, tlie .siime duress as ilie 
qmilit',' I'f P''.(lt'''idif'iliiy ’’ he 
opined. "If you eonei'de that it's 
our juh to steer, our (niptis avwiv 
fronv, the shoals ol eonformiiy, 
IlH'ii It .H just as unn.d oui .piii b' 
steer them toward tiie pleasiir.'s 
anil diseoveries, of mihrldted 
imagimtl ion.'' ,
He ,s ngin, ol I'OMi.-'e. m lo-' 
asHumplmn tliai the pieturo 
fotming iiow'er of the miud, the 
great gilt of lulinan revei les, is 
Ijoldding in some pnui'rful
eiirrents.
.Any list of those faetors would 
have to liegin with tlie ready­
made pieture of IheTolevision set 
wliiidi is a eiirsi' In general find 
parlieiilarly a curse in (he tender, 
inake-lielievo years,
thir standard of living, itself, is 
a factor, ll seeins to have fieen a 
truism, in . all die arts.,, tliat 
imagination flowed Ireest in ii 
gill garret mid om; meagre 
rations, .lust as tlie great ad­
venture stories were .so otten 
wrillen liy Wheel-ehair invalids 
and the great romaiiees were so 
often written try frustated 
spinsters, so (h'privation seems 
to liave, eiieonraged eseap(> 
tlirougli metal flight. When 
genius clianced to eomliine with 
tVu' ilay dreamei>i. set-king lo llee 
from po\;i.'i't> or lioredoni, it 
pi'odueed the lasting vlassies ol 
tlio human spirit.
.Niiw, til Iheso rlitys of the self- 
sal islied, malerialistii 
lioorgeoisie,, of recreational
gi oOp luiud,'. .it <Cl y 1,('. t'l. u
creature comforts that 
disi’ourage tlie purely eerelifal 
IlighI, ve'ce iimie aidiuly will) 
du' «,'iU tiiw III Oi lliiiii till' eagle. 
It’s, hei-ii said Hint mir 
g.eoeraUou has not produeed a 
single syinplimiy or a, wmk itf 
nonsensi:' of any: stature amt
lerhaps that’s the nieasuremeiit 
of imagination'sClippi'd wings, 
Or mayheil’s,,just till'd in fids dity
of aeeepted jniriicles, w'hmi
than 1 at this point.
Who am I?
I am the qualified Industrial 
First Aid Instructor in Sidney, 
having attained this goal finally 
this fall.
The first thing in my mind was 
to better educate the three 
Voliinleer Fire and Ambulance 
Departments of the Saanich 
I’eniiisula, which in turn would 
give die population one more 
reason to lie thankful that we 
have such a service available.
1 plioned the three fire ehiefs 
and asked diem to please put a 
notice on die boards to the effect 1 
would lie coiiduetiong an In­
dustrial I'drst Aid Course ill the 
area and would do pre- 
registration ot the lliree volun- 
Ic'cr departments on tlie Kith of 
Oetolier at 7:3n p.m. at die local 
|)oliee esiaiilisimieut.
1 arrived at that deslinalion at 
approximately 7:15 pin. and 
stayed until after n:()(i |i.m. and 1 
couldn't believe the res|)i)n.se to 
niN' notices. The heautlfnl total of 
two sliowed up lor iliis falnilous 
event,
Cimsidering I was undi.'r the 
Impression ih;d die community 
was willing in sponsor U|Vlo eight
A fellowship of believers 
under the Lordship of Jesus 
Christ having chosen to follow' 
the teachings of Christ, 
desiring to know in depth the 
Word of God. Our supreme 
desire is to know Christ and to 
be conformed into His image 
by the power of the Holy 
Spirit.
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m. 
Evening Praise 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m.
. Wednesday 
Bible Study :
Pastor: Monty Moore 




SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 656-3213 
Manse -'656-1930 
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30 a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11.00 a.rn. 
Sunday School 11.00 a.m.
CENTRAL SAANIC H ,
Rev. John M. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK, 
7180 East Saanich Road 




, - ANGLICAN ’
792 Sea Drive 
Sunday . October 27 
TRINITY 20
lUOOa.m. Holy Communion
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860
MEMORIAL GIFTS
In M ernoriam donations to the
CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY
are an appreciated mark of 
respect used exclusively for 
research, and should be taken, or 
mailed to 857 Caledonia Avenue, 
Victoria. Cards are sent to the 
bereaved and on official receipt 
issued to the donor.
CATHOLIC PARISH
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Fellowship Hour 
Wednesday 8 p.m. 
Sunday
9:00 a.m. Service at
First Memorial Chapel 
•1725 Faliiise Cres, Royal Oak 
Vacancy Pastor 
Rev. A. F, Olke 656-2372 
Church Office 656-'2721
cietitists iire looking to (he sKirs, 
we look tor eseapt: liy the imniiis 
'of trying nof to tliink loo mtteh, 
The oapaeily, of course, is still 
tliere and ))erli!i|is my teaelier 
jriend is rigltl in lhinking llial it 
should he of more eoneerii in llu 
seliools where it would lake the 
form, 1 presume, of more iip 
preeiiition ol tlie arls,
Books, I think, are still tlie lies! 
answer and I've Iteen I'aseinated 
wnlehing my neiglilior's kids 
dipping llieir toes in a sea of 
faney tar removed from the 
televi.sioii eartoons 
This neighhor has invested. 
Ilirough It liook, club, in 12 
volumes of ehildren's tales • 
i.orey's Tlie Haunted lutoking 
Glass, Sir .Arthur Conan Doyle’.s 
The Lost World. Isdward Li'ar's 
Book of Nonsense, Tli('T,ooking 
(il;,iss of A'erse compiled by Janei 
Adams Smith, Wild Animals I 
ILivi, k.11 ii'i', 11 li], I.tiriu". t
'I’hompson Selon and seven 
others of eqtial eharm.
Ijih moppet.s are aleelutt'!,’'.
olt.'tMllH'il in tlii:< WuodtiUls diet 
and, what's more, llieir questions 
nnd renmrks indicate That 
tliey're op (lie lip of tree lliglit in 
the realm o! imagination,
own Kidney
lilts
piM'sons ot (tur 
DetaelmUMil 1 i.'oiisiiier 
slmwing (lisgusiing, 
l)(,ies this eommuiiily realizo 
tliat llit're is a waiting li.st in 
Victoria every ymir for eaiV'r;,'
eellations on a eonrse, so tliiit
ASSEMBLY (»F GOD
9182 E, Saanich Rd.
1 Rloi'k North off 
Me'I'avish ltd.
, Rev, E, C. llariier 
Phone 656'2545 
SUNDAY:
Sunday School 9:15 a.m,
Morning Worsliip 11.00 a ,m,
Evangelislie Meeting 7 p.m: 
.MONILAV: 6:30 p,111.
t'rusaili'r Girls uiges 8-15) 
rUKSDAV:
IBihle Stutly til I'raytT Service - jUKL
"'rhe Broadway I’enleeoslal 
Rrass Band will he per­
forming in Sunday morning 
11 ,'flO a,m. service,"
Rev. R. Cinlningham 
652-1909
(HJH LADYOF niE 
ASSUMl'TION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saliirday Mass 8 p.m.
Sunday Mass 9 a,ni
,S’r. ELIZABETH’SClIURCIl 
10030 Tliirtl SI . Sidney 
Sunday Masses 10:15








olht:’!' people can fill tliese 
vaeancies'f
lines this eommuiiily realize 
tliiit wlieii tlie new provincial 
amhulanee service comes into 
tgfeel that an Industrial l’'irst Aid 
iiekt't l.s a prere(iui;aie for joining 
this service''?
Dties tills t'ornmunify aeiufdly 
know llial tlie lack of interest In 
tills eoni'st', whieli is to In* (’om 
dueled m Novemtier. diiln'l I’ven 
ii.e.e one of the fire chiefs of any 
(if tlie tliree (l(‘p;irtm(,mls show up 
themselves to see how iniioy of 
their men would arrive'.’
I have no other elioice than lo 
take the remainder of iriy 
elofleo!'! off Die wjiMinC li'D in 
N’iclori.'i and the few in Kidney 
dial liave made ii known to nie
that they ;ir(' intereeted 
To me I'ei'-' Imen oiu' of Du' 
jsiori'sl shows of dt'stre lo learn 
that I liave ever sei'ii in m,S Ufe 
Mari Pehon 
:?o;M Ai'dwell
Your, six tolnrnuniiv CliriffoH, 
Indc'IH'nt.lont r.inillV Owoerl find 








Proytir ft, Proivo WoOnotiCtov D;(10 
P.m.
Young PooiiU) f ridoy 7;3np,.-n. 
WRLCOMI-
we: CARti 
Docliciittifi In Service 
Senaibiir Prices
SjtiBls ('htqH'l of Rost'S 
Fourth Sti oot 
SIDNEY (iruBM
BETHEL BAPTIST




•■•nofl.'iiljlnd lo to or (rorn
Anywhere, Cell collet t.
9:45a.m SundayRihleSeliool 
It :0iia.m. "FollowingTIie 
Mastc'r"
raiop.iii, "Will Amen(,!a 
Become a Husiliowl"
Pastor Darrel Faldy 
Tuesday
6:30 p.m, IBoneer Girls 
Wi'diiesday llMiOpm,
Bible Study and l''raver
HIsMUVALAND 
MEMDRIAI,SERVICE
Serv/ino Venreuver l!,i,in(l 
LiiO riiiifti
iw«*lWia<ww<Wi>ilnilrti)»>T<)iitiii iTiii^
A DlYDOfJN or SANDS 
vit:'(opi/.,yiif, 
MOKirV,
COL.WOOD, .(.*« :m7i i
DUNCAN, 7,(6'.717 
LADYfiMlI H, 7.15 y'D) 
NANAIMO, )S'\
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LET THE SELLER BEWARE
ByH.V.GUKKN 
former Review Editor
The trader who invited the 
publie to partieipate in a Grand 
Opening Clearanee Sale might be 
excused an obvious contradiction 
in terms if challenged under the ^ 
new provincial Trade Practices 
Act, but merchants drumming up 
business by crafty sales pitches 
will in future have to watch their 
stei) if they are to escape 
retribution.
Every householder by now 
should have received an official 
brochure outlining the Act. It is 
simple, concise, and full of in­
formation on the methods of 
gentry who make their living by 
skinning the pul)lic.
The brochure lists 18 specific 
examples of common sales 
swindles, ranging from dubious 
approach tactics to downright 
dirty tricks.
The ‘bait and .switch' caper is 
evidently more widely practiced 
than is realised, wherein the 
customer is attracted to a store 
by an advertised bargain offer 
which the merchant has no in­
tention of supplying. By sublte 
talk of inferiority the enquirer is 
switched to a 'better buy’ at 
greatly enhanced cost.
After explanation of the 
‘deceptive practices’ there is a 
further summary of what is 
termed ‘unconscionable prac­
tices’. These refer to transactions 
involving high pressure 
salesmanship and ‘particular- 
shabby tactics’ which hitherto 
have not necessarily been 
recognized as illegal.
As an illustration, there is
mentioned the instance of undue 
pressure laid on to induce pur­
chase of a more expensive car 
when the first car sold to the 
customer proved to be a lemon.
Most people are familiar with 
the giant package containing 
surprisingly shrunken contents, 
and with the telephoned personal 
and exclusive special deal which 
turns out to have all sorts of 
sjwcial strings attached, but 
there ai-e all sorts of other 
variations on the theme of 
fradulant business practices.
The brochure bristles with 
revealed traps fo" the gullible, 
and it is i)asl belief that any 
person outside of a mental home 
should fall for some of the shady 
tricks descril)cd. However, it is 
remarked that the dishonest 
trader will not hesitate to make a 
dupe of the elderly, the illiterate, 
and the person who understands 
very little English.
Duties of the Director of Trade 
Practices are outlined, together 
with an explanation of 
p'rocedures necessary to recover 
losses. With service centres 
planned in various centres it 
becomes obvious that the tax­
payer will weigh the cost of the 
new establishment against the 
benefits to be derived.
BENEFICIAL
Granting that the Act is 
beneficial, the question arises 
whether official amplification of 
the functions of the Better 
Business Bureau is really 
necessary at this time of 
mounting social services ex­
penditure. Also, whether the 
federal Consumer and Corporate
■ \ Calike Field Hockey 
Slated For Sunday4
On Thanksgiving weekend, the 
Canadian Ladies Field Hockey 
Championships were held at the 
University of Victoria, and were 
won by the B.C. team.
Six of the 11 team members are 
from Victoria, and several of 
these girls will be playing at 
North Saanich School on Sunday, 
October 27, when the Mariners, 
an A-Division team from Vic­
toria, play the University of B.C. 
at 1 p.m. It should he a good, fast 
hockey game.
At 2:30 p.m., the Hobbits, our 
local Saanich Peninsula team —■ 
who are presently on top of B- 
division — will be playing the 
Castaways, B-division cham­
pions last year.
This is the Hohbit’s first year 
in the Vancouver Island League 
and they are doing very well.
Members of the Hobbits are 
working to promote field hockey 
in this district by voluntarily 
teaching it at four of the 
elementary schools, in an effort 
to get girls involved in a good, 
fast, outdoor team sport.
Anyone wishing more in­
formation about the Hobbits can 
contact their coach at 656-5640 or 
the club secretary at 656-1363.
Affairs department and the 
Consumers’ Association of 
Canada (B.C.) activities are 
being overlapped.
Few will quarrel with the 
government’s desire to enlighten 
and alert the public to the 
prevalence of shady business 
practices, or to protect the un­
wary from the wales of the un­
scrupulous fine-print artists. But 
with branch offices to be 
established in provincial centres 
through the province it is to be 
feared that yet another 
bureaucratic empire has been 
given a firm foundation.
One may observe that this 
indeed is a topsy-turvey age. So 
affluent are we that we may 
speak of the pleasures rather 
than the shadows of inflation. 
Laws which were regarded as 
natural, such as the law of supply 
and demand, are in suspension 
through the restrictions of trade 
cartels and marketing boards, 
while in the terms of the new 
Trade Practices Act the ancient 
dictum of Let the Buyer Beware 
has been reversed. Now’ in British 
Columbia it is Let the Seller 
Beware!
Halloween Entertainment
Two dances and a children’s 
costume party are being 
organized for area youngsters’ 
entertainment on Halloween. 
Thursday, October 31.
Several community groups, 
including the North Saanich 
Parent’s Auxiliary, Sidney 
Kinsmen, Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of Commerce, 
S.^NSCHA and the Sidney 
recreation commission are in­
volved in the planning and 
operation of the three events.
The costume party, for 
youngsters from pre-school age 
to grade six, will take place in 
SANSCHA hall from 3:15 to 5 
p.m. Prizes w’ill be awarded to
Silver Threads
Oct. 24, Thursday, 9:30 a.m. - 
carpet bowling, 10 a.m. - liquid 
embroidery, weaving, noon - 
lunch, 1 p.m. - dressmaking - 
bridge - beadwork, 7 p.m. - crib.
Friday, 9 a.m. - centre open - no 
classes or jacko, noon - lunch, 
1:30 p.m. - w’hite elephant sale 
with books & plants, 7 p.m. - 
evening cards.
Saturday, - 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. - 
open for drop-ins.
Monday, 10 a.m. - quilting - 
ceramics, noon - lunch, 2 p.m. - 
films.
Tuesday, 10 a.m. - oil painting - 
serenaders, noon - lunch, 1 p.m. - 
watercolours - oils, 1:15 p.m. - 
whist, 7 p.m. - shuffleboard.
Wednesday, 10 a.m. - rug 
hooking - novelties, 10:30 a.m. - 
mah-jongg, noon - hot dinner, 2 
p.m. - concert with the 
melodears, 7 p.m. - band prac­
tice.
1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners in 
three categories: Pre-schoolers, 
grades 1 - 3 and grades 4 - 6. A 
prize will also be awarded for the 
most original costume.
A dance for North Saanich 
school students w’ill take place at 
the school from 7 to 11 p.m.
Older teens may attend a dance 
at SANSCHA beginning at 7:30 
and ending at 11:30 p.m.
FALL TEA AND BAZAAR
St. Stephen's Fall tea and 
bazaar will be opened by Mrs. 
H.,J. New’nham, president of the 
Diocesan board of the A.C.W. at 
two o’clock on Saturday, October 
26. There will be an ample bake 
table, garden produce stall, a 
white elephant stall and a sewing 
stall - which will allow patrons to 
get an early start on their 
Christmas shopping. Come and 
bring the family as there will be 
an attractive fish pond to keep 
the youngsters busy. St. 
Stephen’s hall is at the corner of 
Mount Newton Crossroad and St 
Stephen’s Road.
BUTT, MY FRIENDS
Non-smokers cheered and 
nicotinoaddicted board mem­
bers looked sheepish as Trustee 
Norma Sealey took school 
trustees to task at a boarti 
meeting at North Saanich School 
Monday.
Thirty-five members of the 
public sat without ashtrays and 
looked on while boiU'd members 
puffed contentedly and carried on 
the business of the evening.
.-\s a bluish haze settled over 
the room and the discussion 
turned to health. Trustee Sealey 
saw her chance.
“Speaking of health," she said, 
"1 would once again like to 
reejuest board members stop 
smoking, particularly when 
meetings are held in schools. "
Caught.
Furtive glances, and butts 
disappeafed.
“1 don’t think we should expect 
children to come into a room of 
stale smoke,’’ she sweetly said.
Applause ... from the non- 






An advertisement for the Royal 
Canadian Legion in last week’s 
Review, indicated that there was 
a charge for entry into the club’s 









Dr. D. MacLaurin of Central 
.Saanich, a former vice-president 
of the U niVersi ty of ,Victoria, has 
been appointed to the province’s 
new Universities Council.
Education Misister Eileen 
Dailly announced the ap­
pointment last week, along with 
the names of nine other persons 
who will also serve on the council 
under the chairmanship of 
professor William M. Armstrong, 
former deputy president of the 
University of B.C.
The council is intended to 
advise I'nt; government on the 
programs, budgets and capital 
needs of B.C.’s three public 
universities.




Now through Saturday, Eaton’s presents a great 
collection of radios, Hifi stereo’ and televisions. 
Come in and look over the latest in audio and 
video entertainment. You’ll find a full selection 
during this ghla event plus many specials that 
can make your visit a money saving event as 
;Well.
portables very well
S IT A BIRD?
IS IT A PLANE?
IS IT A BUTCHER?
f/-
^ ^ .. .......
i! / Don’t you agree?
'fll
*•£' > A1 A '"'c?
CoiiH* III and sec how Toshlha’s ’20’' colour por- 
taldc slips into a hcauliful walnut cabinet ami 
becomes a great looking console. This set 
lealnres onc-toucli colour and tint control, the 
Itrilerou picture tube with a year warranty, 7
integrated eircuits, ami 100 jier cent solid state 
chassis. Toshiba’s advanci'd technology will give 
yon yi'ars of pleasurable tolour A lewing in this 





|95 NoinlcrciU or ciir'i,vlng cluirgoh If 
paid within IMI doys.
NO • Its Hugh Holling'.vorth Running For 
Alderman And Capital Regional Board 




656-3032 9842 3rd St. Sidney





’In your hvicndl)) 
.Sidney Safeway Storej









No. ‘2 Gradr i,-. u,. cvllo hag , ...........
Local Grown
Green Cabbage
Canada No. 1 gradtv
Bel-Air
Pumpkin Pie









Safeway Brand Rich 
lluhnsl Flavour I lb. I5ag. 19
Empress Itraiul Sweet Orange 
or (l.L.O ‘21 fl. oz. .Jar. . . . , .
B.ucerrBe
Cottage Cheese
Tir Large Curd Small Curd 
-^2% ★ Fruit Salad 
Chive or ^Pineapple 
16 oz. Carton ...
Cosino
Contains Tea From 
Serve Tea Of lea 
Package of lOO’s ;
■.HIM.' ') ':
Safeway Superb. Government Inspected 
Sirloin Tip, Bottom ^
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Editor’s hole: this is the sixth 
in a series of excerpts from the 
memoirs of 96 year old North 





The Masai practise of taking a 
lion’s life to earn one’s manhood 
is a most private, nay secret rite; 
to my knowledge 1 am one of few 
white men extant who has not 
only observed this special 
wilderness feat but also par­
ticipated in the kill.
To prepare myself for this 
event I was taught how to carry 
and run with a spear and shield 
through dense bush; how to 
gauge wind action upon the flight 
of the weapon; how to launch it 
from a variety of sUmccs, in­
cluding the prone position and 
how on long hunts it was essential 
to keep the bottom end of the 
spear head wetted down, even by 
ones own prespiration if 
necessary; this in order to 
prevent the thong ties from 
drying out and throwing the 
finely weighted weapon olf 
balance.
A loose spearhead is more apt 
to result in the death of the huntei 
himself than any prey he might 
be intent upon sticking.
My invitation to accompany six
Masai on an initiation hunt was 
the result of my slaying a 
leopard. That the beast was 
disabled at point blank range 
with a Brescian flint pistol made 
no matter to the Masai, who 
immediately cast me in.the role 
of a born hunter. ' 
IIEUOWOUSIIIP 
I accepted their adulation. For, 
having already mastered their 
Tongue, I was intent upon lear­
ning as much about their way of 
life as possible.
I was assigned to accompany 
the sole male offspring of a
famous chief on this hunt.Though
he was but 17 yearspld this Masai 
. : crown prince was an absolute
terror of a chap who stood oyer
possessed a pair of shoulders a 
blacksmith would envy.
That I disliked him as a person 
did not alter my respect for
Nabolo’s hunting prowess. 1 once 
observed him spear an African 
owl in midflight, the night being 
darker than a church basement.
There was a worn shiny spot in 
the haft of his spear where he 
gripped it. It pleased him to lob 
the weapon between the legs oi 
unsuspecting friends, the feat 
being all the more noteworthy if, 
they were in motion and he could 
trip them up.
On two occasions he stuck the 
spear clean through the leg 
muscle of different chaps he 
knew. As I say, his father was the 
Chief, a man with numerous 
wives and even more cattle.
Nabolo emphasized time and 
again during my training period 
that it was he who would actually 
pop the spear into the lion. I took 
no umbrage at this. I have always 
believed that those who wished to 
push themselves to the forefront 
of a battle should do so.
FIVE DAY HUNT 
The actual hunt lasted five 
days. We took no provisions with 
us. We carried only shields, a 
knife and our spears. Nabolo and 
I each had proper Sheffield 
knives, .lust where this young 
savage obtained his I do not 
know, nor did I ever ask him.
Obtaining meat for the day was 
never a problem; the problem 
came in lighting the fire upon 
which to roast it, for I, as junior 
member of the hunting team was 
charged with this duty. For- 
i tunalely, 1 had packed with me 
an old fashioned watch glass, 
which, when topped up with 
water did an admirable job of 
igniting tinder.
Nabolo quickly became 
displeased with my skill in its 
use. When he tried to copy my 
fire starting tactics he failed and 
stalked off in a huff. On the third 
day out the glass disappeared 
from my pouch. Now Nabolo then 
addressed me as if I were a child 
and set about showing me how to 
use bow fire starter.
It was an exhausting business. 
Even he was not expert, at the 
task, it being the job of women to 
tend fires in his home village.
DlUIJyBTIGK USED 
■ All of US trieddnTurra using the 
bow; You had to work the ‘drill 
stick’ with the bow and use your 
free hand to hold the upper piece
CS
Penned by the author some years after he participatea in nis first lion hunt, 
this sketch reveals the alertness of his quarry moments before i ‘
attacked a Masai warrior. (Reproduced by permission J, Brown-Hardmge)
of wood, one of Nvo required 
besides the drill stick.
Another Masai would hold the 
lower piece of wood, the fire 
block, to steady it, having a piece 
of tinder ready to catch fire. I 
quickly found out that any tough, 
hard and dry stick would do for 
the drill, but it was essential that 
the fireblock be of little grain, of 
a middle degree of softness and 
quite inflammable.
In later campaigns I also found 
out that it is not at all difficult to 
produce smoke with a broken 
fishing rod, or'a ram-rod, even a 
cut down billiard cue will do as a 
drill stick, and a common woden 
pill-box or tooth powder box, as a 
fire block; walnut is good also but
bothdeal and mahogany are 
worthless for fire sticks.
Thrice in the Great War I was 
trapped behind Hun lines (once 
for two weeks) and on each oc­
casion employed Nabolo’s fire 
starting tactics to a successful 
conclusion.
Indeed, I later demonstrated 
my skill at lighting fires in this 
somewhat savage manner before 
the admiring gaze of a rather 
charming Vicomtesse only to 
catch her hardwood flooring on 
fire.
I must emphasize that the best 
sort of tinder is the commonest; 
namely cotton or linen lighted 
and smothered, being crammed 
into your tinder box before they 
are burnt to ashes. Amad’ou,
punk, or Hun tinder is made from 
a kind of fungus or mushroom 
that grows on the trunks ot old 
oaks, ashes, beeches, etc., and 
many other kinds of fungus, and I 
believe all kinds of puff balls will 
do. Here, on the Saanich 
Peninsula dried cattle dung could 
be very useful as tinder.
One does not always need 
firewood either to bolster the 
final flame. I remember my 
Great Uncle Horace telling me of 
his experience at Adrianople in 
1829 when, during the Russian 
campaign the troops suffered so 
severely from the cold the
cemeteries were ransacked for 
bones with which to fuel their 
fires.
Eventually, we discovered an 
entire pride of lions near a 
watering hole. There, they had 
recently brought down a young 
antelope and were breakfasting 
upon it when we entered their 
midst in a most judicial manner.
They moved off the kill and 
stood looking in our direction. 
There were three full grow-n lions 
and an indeterminate number of 
cubs who continued to dine whilst 
their elders gazed upon us.
We cut out and circled the only 
male in the group. The other two 
beasts made no attempt to harm 
us, The male showed his concern 
by taking a generous nip out of 
the backside of one Masai who 
immediately fell to the ground 
with the beast over him. The 
chap’s voice became muffled as 
though he had a pillow upon his 
face.
I did what any well-bred 
Englishman would have done: I 
took a firm grip on the lion’s tail 
and pulled.
My eyes were so close to the 
lion’s Uiil I could see fleas hop­
ping up and down the length of it.
I dislike bugs of any kind and was 
about to let go when the beast fell 
dead at my feet. Nabolo’s spear 
had found its mark.
Needless to say I gained even 
more respect in the eyes of the 
Masai. Nabolo went so far as to 
give me back my watch glass, 
which he had hidden upon his 
person and even today if you 
I journey to his old village you will 
hear my name mentioned in the 
telling of great hunts.
PRESCniPTIONSFlLL™ CONTACTLENSES








1025 Douglas St. 
1105 Pandora Ave. 
1175 Douglas St. 
1120 Yates St.
159 Trunk Rd. 
Duncan, B.C.
102-9775 4 th St. 
"Sidney, B.C.
Check our prices before you buy or sell anything
-- Used Furniture — T.y.’s Appliances.
'---TTooIsv —:'.What; have': you,/
For Prompt Freie Estimatfes Phone 652-1711








7.1 FORD LTD 4-door hardtop, 
full power, 26,000 miles.
72 CELICA ST.
72 MK H wgn.. auto
71 MAZDA 4-door, 4-spd 
71 VVV 7-Passenger bus 
70 CROWN, 4 door, auto.






74 FORD Club Wagon, auto., 
P.S., P.B.
74 GMCGt^i-ton Sierra 
Grande Camper Special
74 FORD FlOO. Full power, 
7,800 miles
72 FORD FlOO, V-8, auto.
74 FORD FlOO, 4-specd, full
"''power'^t''■"■
72 GMC Sierra Grande 
creweab, 1 ton on duals.
VH auto., full power, 7,000 
Jhlles.,
72 TOYOTA. Long Im, auto,,
bucket seats
7'> DODGE v-8 auto., full 
power, Adventurer 
71 FORD FlOO, V-H. auto.
Tl FORD F250, 260, auto., P.B.
60 GMC Vrton V8, std.
68 GMC V*8, 4»speed 
67 MERC F250 and camper, 
auto., power brakes.
62 IHC Scout 4x4.
71 I8.ft. KEE Motorhomc, as 
new, 18,000 miles
70 17V VANGUARD trailer, 
sleeps 6, as new,
mZIsIt )hirold .1 mninona\Hh.1 ncK Hith.ira nnd Mg^i 11a i .i





ALFA ROMEO 'SPIDER' 
Sports Convertible 7595*
• 20011 ,.r. Done
• o-speed Tnuismissfmi
• Fuinnsirumemailon
' Tires on .iHov Wlu'r-Is
; EoilltVnctlmi ‘
Euel rojrclltm
^^**^*^lladio itini .‘Hpraker Svsie
Foml'V Sed®®anriir -
. 20OO ce n., nucrUiv
• Safety
• RemavVaiW^ ^p,>vformahce. ^
• S 1.1'' "!!!!-
•, Deluxe 40'" _ .
oini .spraker Sv.miMii
STRO ALFA ROMEO SALES ^55^1311
An AC-DC Sanyo 12” Portable Television Set 
At Metro Alfa Romeo - tl
ENTER NOW IT’S FREE
„ DRAW OCT.' 25th ■ I : mm j
Idcut For Voiit Boat, Camper, Or The Rec Room.
Plugs Into House Maiir Or Runs Off Your Car Balte'lYf®®®®®* ''.V.,
Supplied By White's T.V.|
iTune In To C.J.V.I. Friday Oct. 25th 2-8 For All The Fun At Metro'
Free Coffee & Donuts
MtUi'Ociin llolttlntw Mil,
BODYSHOP SERVICE 386-3516 (»r. it,........ .
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Imagine a little 6-year-old boy 
who never has enough to eat and 
who lives behind a fish stall in the 
marketplace.
The Sidney Goup of the Save 
The Children Fund know his sad 
story, and are dtefmined to give 
him a fair chance in life.
Nguyen Viet Tho, is Viet­
namese.
His father Nguyen Chieu lost 
both arms in combat with the 
French in the days when there 
was no pension system, and is 
forced to beg for a living.
Di, the mother, sells peanuts.
No matter how hard they try 
there is never enough money to
buy anything more than rice.
They don’t look for luxuries, 
but like most Vietnamese 
families, Di and Chieu realize the 
need and value of education and 
would dearly love to send their 
sons to school. In Vietnam, 
schooling cost money and they 
have none. The Save The 
Children Fund stepped in and 
promised to seek sponsors for 
Tho and his two elder brothers. 
Sidney members learned of the 
family and decided to guarantee 
the $135 a year needed to feed and 
clothe Tho and send him to school 
but the more they thought about 
it the more they wished also to 
help the two older boys, Viet
Phuoc and Viet Loc.
The Sidney members of the 
SCF already sponsor four 
families in different parts of the 
world, but they felt determined to 
make an extra effort and, with 
the help of well-wishers, sponsor 
all three boys so the entire family 
would have a more hopeful life in 
their two rooms behind a Saigon 
fish stall.
These children live far away in 
a culture we know little about, 
but here in Canada we have 
children who need help and they 
always have first claim on SCR 
funds. No local call for assistance 
goes unheeded by the SCF, but 
these cases, for obvious reasons.
are not publicised. F'ew residents 
realize how much constant work 
the members do on the Penin­
sula, throughout British 
Columbia and in the Yukon and 
Northwest Territories.
In the north, sick Eskimo and 
Indian children are flown to 
hospitals far from their homes
ORIENTEERING
The Victoria YM-YWCA is 
offering an orienteering weekend 
for co-eds 15 and up at Camp 
Thunderbird near Sooke, on 
Saturday and Sunday, October 26 
and 27.
Orienteering, one of the fastest 
growing sports in North America, 
involves games and races con­
ducted through woods and brush 
with the aid of maps and com­
passes.
Orienteering is a fantastic 
outdoor sport in addition to ex­
cellent training in the use of map 
and compasse.
Further information on this 
weekend may be obtained from 
the outdoor education director at 
the ‘Y’ by phoning 386-7511. -
BREAK-IN
Central Saanich police 
reported a break-in at Brentwood 
Mercantile, West Saanich Road 
on Oct. 17.
Entry was gained thi-ough the 
back door and $19 was stolen.
Police are investigating.
PENINSULA 
Saanich Peninsula beef club 
held their annual achievement 
banquet October 12..
The following awards were 
presented: senior management 
certificates and project pins - Jeff 
MacLeod, Peggy Leahy, Bev 
Delemere; Junior Leadership - 
Peggy Leahy, Bev Delemere. 
Rob Calnan, Dave Milburn; 
Junior achievements - Phyllis 
Delemere, Rhonda Smith; In-
BEEF CLUB 
termediate - Wendy Chung, Sian 
Davies; Senior achievement 
Peggy Leahy, Bev Delemere, 
Rob Calnan, Dave Milburn; 
Presidents trophy - Russell 
Smith, Bill Kelly ; Gain of weight 
- Dave Milburn; Most improved 
member - Peter Milburn; Special 
award - John Davies; Record 
books - junior - Phyllis Dilemere; 
Intermediate - Eddy Leaky; 
Senior and top record book
liooo COLLISION
Damages totalled $1000 in a 
two-car collision at the in­
tersection of Keating Crossroad 
and West Saanich Road Oct. 17.
Centra Saanich police said a 
traffic violation report was
issued to Nora Seeley, Vancouver 
for proceeding into an in­
tersection when it was unsafe to 
do so.
JohnD. Elliott, P.O. Box 2201, 
Sidney was driving the other
it’s here! —The Western Canada Lottery, 
with $750,750 in total prize money!
Just $2.50 a ticket bUN/s you one of hundreds of chances to 
win the $260,000 first pri2:e, $100,000 second, or $50,000 third 
prize. Not to mention $190,000 in consolation prize money, In 
fact there’s 1908 chances to win in the final draw on January 
31 St, 1975. And you can double your chances . .. besides buying 
Western Canada Lottery tickets ... SELL THEM! Whenever a 
ticket holder wins, you win! Get two tickets or $5.00 for every 
book you sell. Sell the big winner and you get $12,500! Closing 





PluHRO sond mo 'Mislorn Canada Lottory tickoKfi') at $?..'.v0 (tef lickut.
Ploasa Bond ma.. VVastern Canada Lotiory ixiokC,*!) «r 12 llokota at $25,00 por book,
Enckyibd is my choquf) □ monoy-ordnir Q lor „■
Ploaao Bond ...../Wastarn Canada LoUoiy bookts) lo aoll, (No doponit roquirod.)
name,,, . ..... .......
ADDRESS,... '.....
nitV/TOWN PPOVINC.R posTAi f'onr' I T'T' 11 'L l‘"’l
FOa KACU TICKRT BOUQMT, aUVEO Vai.l, «L'CC(Vfc AN OfFIClAI. Of,Of,110 rarw, 'On, '.‘'re natN C-ANAb.* 
lOtTEHV FOUNDATION TO VtaiFV THAT Tur TICKFT HAS OONt
«»Hw iMWM mam miiwiw ■ ii«. "I
and have few or no belongings. 
Like any child they love to 
receive a parcel so the Sidney 
members make Treasure Bags 
for them. A brightly coloured 
cloth bag is stuffed with the 
excitement of tiny toys, crayons, 
books and toiletries.
An appreciative letter from 
Claire Cardinal, Director of 
Nursing at the Fort Smith N.W.T. 
hospital reads: “Dear Friends, A 
very special “THANK YOU’’ 
note that is warm as it can be up 
North, to tell you how very much 
your kindness meant and we all 
do appreci'ate what you have sent 
us, the lovely and so useful bags. 
We will remember you in our 
prayers and sufferings. Thank 
you. Your northern friends.”
And just last week a letter 
arrived from John Evan, 
manager of The Yukon Youth 
Centre, where quilts and clothing
are sent, 'fbe Yukon Youth 
“village’’ in Whitehorse came 
into being this year to give a 
happy home life to children who 
are illegitimate, abandoned, 
from broken homes and who are 
destitute, homeless and helpless. 
The Village for Children is run by 
a non-profit society ot \ukon 
residents in an area where there 
arc a disproportionately large 
number of children with such a 
need.
The many sides of the work of 
the local Save The Children 
Fund, from our own doorstep to 
far-away-places, can only be 
carried on with the continuing 
donations and support of the 
people and merchants of Sidney.
One small way to help is by 
buying SCF Christmas cards, on 
sale during the afternoon of 
Wednesday, November 13 at the 
Margaret Vahghan-Birch Hall.
ANNUITIES
Guarantee a prime investment retui'u and tax advantages 
for immediate retirement income.
Call Vernon L. Hemblinf^, C.L.U.
HAUBORD IMSURANCE ..rn.
Insurance Is Our Business Nn( a Sideline
r>‘>« Broad Street 38()-8441
Wednesdays 7:30 to 10 p.m. 
for eight weeks
starting October 30, 1074. This course is under 
the direction of Mr. A.E. (.lock) Deans, Chief of 
Bcscue for Sidney-North Saanich-Central 
Saanich Emergency Programme. Candidates 
are given practical training in all techniques of 
search & rescue. The course is free of charge and 
preference is given to residents of Sidney-N 
Saanich-C Saanich. Candidates must be between 








In these days of sky-rocketing prices, 
anything that costs the same as last year is 
a real bargain and that is certainly true of 
Victoria Autoplan rates.
In spite of soaring accident claim costs 
and increasing insurance premiums else­
where in North America, Autoplan rales in 
Victoria will stay at their present low levels 
through 1975,, Some Victoria owners of 
eommereiar and recreational vehicles will
eveiTjiay
Autoplan car insurance rates will con- 
tiruie to be lower in Victoria than in other
parts of B.C. even after the new Territorial 
Equalization Discounts are applied.
There will be a twenty per cent dis­
count on insurance prerniums for heavy 
trucks, commercial and recreational ve- 
hicles in Victoria as well as in other 
':B.C.'areas,"
But Autoplan rates cannot stay at their 
present low levels if accident claims con- 
t i nue 1 o i n erease. So dri ve safe 1 y and protect 
your pocketbook as well as your life; :
^ ■’'^Insurance'Ibrritory
Oraer a book from this coupon today, and sell yourself tho winning ticket!
I INUMIM HMINIIII HHHM HRMNa MfeMUK NMNtM nM«MI MVMtU Wmm WIMMlII IMMIM ItMVMI fBWaiMI i
Offituai We&lhrn (‘ur'/uirt I obnfy Agpnry fAV Havr;'
ST. JOSEPH’S SCHOOL,
P.O. Box 770, I
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ON NEW CITIZENSHIP LEGISLATION
The Citizenship Bill, C-20, just 
introduced in the Commons, 
could affect a number of those 
who read this article. A great 
many more will feel themselves 
affected because of the in­
tricacies of the law. I should like 
to help these people know where 
they stand under the existing 
Citizenship Act, and under the 
new Act.
If you were born in Canada and 
can prove it, there’s no probelem 
- assuming, of course, that you 
haven’t done something silly like 
going out of your way to renounce 
your Canadian citizenship or to 
acquire the nationality or 
citizenship of a country other 
than Canada. Acquiring that 
nationality or citizenship through 
an act of marriage does deprive 
not deprive you of your Canadian 
citizenship. There are other 
grounds for losing Canadian 
citizenship, but they deal with 
unusual cases.
The people who may be worried 
are, generally speaking, whose 
who were not born in Canada but 
have spent a good many years in 
Canada, behaving as Canadians 
and raising Canadians. For these 
the Act provides that if you are a 
Canadian on the coming into 
force of the new Act you will 
continue to be a Canadian. The 
question then arises: are you a 
Canadian now?
First of all, you’re a Canadian 
Citizen if, on January 1, 1947, 
your name figured on a 
naturalization certificate and you 
were not, as of that date, an elien.
Secondly, you’re a Canadian 
citizen if, as of that same date, 
you were a British subject with 
Canadian domicile.
■Jhirdly, you’re a Canadian 
citizen if, again as of that same 
date, you are a British subject 
who had in Canada his place of 
domicile (i.e. the place to which 
you normally return to live) for 
{ at least 20 years and were not 
under an order of deportation.
For women not covered in their 
own right by any of these cases, 
they too may be Canadian 
citizens if, as of that critical date, 
they were married to a man who 
would have been considered a 
' Canadian Citizen had the Act 
before her marriage
to him or if she was a British 
subject and had been lawfully 
admitted to Canada for per­
manent residence. (There are 
also provisions in the Act 
covering those who were born of 
Canadian parents abroad and 
had the fact' of their birth 
properly registered. These 
special but unusual cases are not 
considered here).
Thus, if you’re a Canadian 
citizen as a result of being born in 
Canada or for any of the reasons 
outlined above, you remain a 
Canadian citizen under the 
proposed legislation.
The new Bill, however, 
removes the British subject 
preference for new applicants; 
the term British subject, in fact, 
is defined in Bill C-20 as a status 
referring to Canadian citizens, or 
to citizens of the Commonwealth, 
but enjoying no significance 
whatever as regards the 
acquisition of Canadian 
citizenship. The new legislation, 
therefore, will effect new en­
trants to Canada from Britain; it 
affects present residents only if, 
by the time of the coming into 
force of the Act, they are not yet 
Canadians.
The important thing to note out 
of all this is that a Canadian 
Citizen is entitled to a Canadian 
Citizenship Certificate. The 
entitlement is embodied in the old 
law as well as in the new. One 
article of the present Act deals 
with the relevance of service 
outside of Canada in the 
Canadian Armed Services to the 
acquisition of Canadian 
Citizenship.
There are, of course, a number 
of refinements to the foregoing in 
the legislation under discussion. 
Anyone in any doubt should 
consult existing legislation, and, 
if necessary a lawyer. The 
Citizenship Court is likewise 
there to assist.
Now, what other changes does 
C-20 introduce, aside from 
eliminating the British subject 
preference and placing all en­
trants to Canada bn a com-
with their children who married 
Canadian servicemen during the 
War? This aspect of the Bill I find 
difficult to accept.
The new legislation reduces the 
age of acquisition of citizenship 
from 21 to 18. It also reduces the 
“residence” qualifying period for 
immigrants seeking citizenship 
from 5 years to 3. One com­
mendable feature of the new Bill 
is to remove any discrimination 
on grounds of sex for the 
acquisition or loss of Canadian 
citizenship: The provisions of the 
law are intended to apply to 
persons in their own right, not to 
wives or husbands who, under 
present law, may acquire or lose 
rights as a result of the act of the
partner.
r want to get a few amend­
ments into this Bill. I feel we 
should retain the British Subject 
preference. I feel we ought to 
ensure preference for Veterans 
(the concept is completely 
overlooked in Bill C-20). And I’m 
of the opinion that anyone en­
joying the Old Age Pension or 
under the Canadian Pension Plan 
ought to have his Certificate of 
Citizenship awarded to him 
gratis upon production of proof of 
entitlement.
If there are other notions that 
occur to readers as worthy of 
consideration, let me know; I’ll 
see what I can do.
SANSCHA CALENDAR
Thursday, October 24
Soccer League Practices (SRC) 4 and 5:15 p.m. 
North Saanich Dog Obedience Training, 7 p.m. 
Ladies’ Keep Fit (SRC) 9 a.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:45 on.
Clubhouse: Creative Tots (SRC) 9:30 a.m.
Friday, Cctober 25 
Table Tennis SRC) 7:30 p.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio, 1:45 on.
Sanscha Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ 9:30 a.m. (SRC) Sidney Teen 
Activity Group 7:30 p.m. (SRC)
Saturday, October 26 
N.S. Rod and Gun Club 9 a.m.
Children’s Roller Skating (SRC) Doors open 10:45 a.m. 
Baby-Sitting Course (SRC) 1 p.m.
Kinsmen Hallowe’en Dance 9 p.m.
Sanscha Clubhouse: Art Appreciation (SRC) 9:30 a.m.
Sunday, October 27 
Sanscha Flea Market 2-4 p.m.
Monday, October 28 
Boys’ Miniball (SRC) 3 p.m.
Soccer League Practice (SRC) 5:30 p.m.
Teen Badminton Club (SRC) 7 p.m.
Rae Burns Dance Studio 1:45 on.
parable footing - the draft 
dodgers with the British Veterans 
of the Canadian Arm®^'Forces, 
and refugees from Chile with 
those who want to join up again
Tuesday, October 29 
Badminton: Adults 1 p.m.
Badminton: Juniors’Club 3 p.m.
Agrarian Practice (SRC) 6 p.m.
Volleyball (Adults and Teens) (SRC) 8 p.m.
Ladies’ Keep Fit (SRC) 9 a.m.
Rae Burns Dance Studio 1:45 on.
Sanscha Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ 9:30 a.m. (SRC)
Wednesday, October 30
Soccer Lesgue Practices (SRC) 4:30 and 6 p.m. 
Adult Badminton Club (SRC) 7:30 p.m.
Yoga, (SRC) 9:30 a.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio (1:45 on)












NolntereBt or carrying chargw if 
paid within DO days,
AU ymt really ueeil for color tvlevlsioo ciii|oymciit at its best 
1$ packed into this trim, contemporary 
eonsoU'Ue. Functional simplIeHy of lino in 
wnlmii finish eomplimmits liny room decor.
Boss 100 per cent solid state modular chftssis 
with tilt out secondary controls. Auto * Lock 
channel tuning. Its Philco's way of making 
prnctScallty a sheer pleasure. Beg, 1710.05.
WITH
THAIH
EASY TERMS FREE DELIVERY
ISLAND FUDNITURE MART
656*3724 9842 3rdSl Sidney 656-3032
'She Review Second Section
Do you think the new 50 mph speed limit on the 
Pat Bay Highway will reduce the number of accidents?
JOCK ANDERSON
2293 Bradford Ave.
No, I don’t think so.
Everybody goes really fast 
anyways.
I see people going 70 and 80 
m.p.h.
Well, maybe it might help a 
little.
MRS. BREEZE
1077.5 McDonald Park Ild.
No, I don’t think so.
I’ve only been out from 
England for a few months and I 
think they’re really mad out here.
There are not enough police to 




I would think myself, 
sonally, very unlikely.
I travel up from Victoria doing 
50 m.p.h. and everyone is passing 
me.
I even saw a bus go by, and he 
must have been doing 80 m.p.h.
Maybe it will work for awhile 




It would suit me fine to have a 
lower speed limit.
I hate the speed they go along 
the highway.
I think it should help reduce 
accidents, they've got a better 
chance of stopping.






People go so last along (he Pat 
Bay Highway trying to get to the 
ft'rry,
Maybe a 50 m.p.h, speed limit 
might Blow them down.
We come alpng tlio West 
Saanich Hoad so we don''t have to 
travel on the highway.
PAUL HUCJHES
1071,5 Deep Cove ltd.
No,
Beciuise unless yon have en­
forcement of what we already 
have, it won't make much dif­
ference.
It will be the siame thing all 
over again,
Uninss Ihoro’s enforcement of
the hw it docfin't Ho any good,
wMMnpilw
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“M*ut tJs On Equul Footing.We’ll Grieve No More”
TSARTLIP CHIEF BLAMES GOVERNMENT FOR INDIAN PEOPLE’S PLIGHT
by PAT MANNING 
Special to the Sidney Review
Occasionally Indian people 
make newspaper headlines — an 
isolated uprising, a highway 
blockade, a march on 
Parliament, an Indian leader 
who protests strongly about 
conditions on the reserves.
More often then not, however, 
nothing is heard at all.
White people drive by looking 
at the “typical” Indian house, 
commenting on the lazy, shiftless 
ways of the Indian, protesting 
that the Canadian government 
owes the Indian nothing.
No communication ... no at­
tempt at understanding. Each 
holding to his own personal 
prejudices ... very few caring.
Last week a house burned on i 
the Tsartlip Indian reserve and 
two families were left homeless.
Band Chief Charles Elliott said 
they should never have been 
living in the house to begin with.
He said there were 350 people 
living in 40 homes •— an average 
of 8.75 persons per house. The 
houses range in size, from 228 to 
600 square feet. The maximum 
amount of money the Federal 
Department of Indian Affairs will 
allow is $10,000 per home.
“This is only enough for an 
exterior shell,” said Elliott. 
“Money then has to be found for 
plumbing, heating and the in­
terior finish.
“That money can’t be found 
and that is why there are so many 
unfinished, unoccupied houses.
“Lack of adequate housing is 
one of the worst problems on the 
reserve,” he added.
Indian people at one time w'ere 
the richest people in Canada, 
Elliott told The Review Thur- 
■■■sdayi''
“When Indian people had their 
own government and looked after 
their own way of life they were 
well-off.
“We had food, clothing, 
housing and we educa ted our 
children,” saici Elliott. “We had.
. everything vve needed.”
Indian people have been poor 
people since the , Canadian 
government imposed their 
system on them.
Elliott said the government has 
told Indian people where and how 
and by wha t style they are to live. 
They have treated the Indian: 
people as children and have 
denied them their basic human 
rights.
According to government 
statistics, said Elliott, his people 
liave the lowest incomes, lowest 
education, worst housing con­
ditions, and the highest per­
centage of people in prisons,
“The government is the one lo 
blame for the present condition of 
all Indian people in Canada. They 
are responsible for where we are 
now. They have denied Indian 
jxsople human rights; they liave 
controlled the purse strings, 
“They are respon.sihle to pul us 
on an (xpial footing with the rest 
of Canada if they want us to 
grieve no more,”
Elliott believes if his [xiople 
were put on a level with the 
average Canadian in terms of 
housing, education and economic 
development of reserves, tliey 
would then have something to 
offer to the non-Indian,
He said it might lie easier for 
the non-Indian to undia'sland the 
Indian inlerprolation of early 
Canadian history, if the sifiialion 
\vcre, reversed,
“Imagine tlie Indian people 
going to Europe, coiKiiiering a
country, forcing the people to 
sign treaties and make 
agreements they didn't un­
derstand. In effect, taking over 
their country, disinheriting the 
people, their children and their 
children’s children."
“Is it right to steal?” he asked.
“Is it right lo force people to 
comply with the conquerors 
rights and wishes?”
"Would it be right for Indians 
lo make Europeans sign treaties 
because we were stronger and 
more advanced?”
Indians feel they are trustees of 
this la nd.
“We got lo America to be_ 
trustees of America. If we’re lo 
be removed from that position as 
trustees, at least we should have 
the right to enjoy full human 
rights. That is, water, food, 
shelter, type of life style, and 
education needed to maintain 
existence.”




He said the majority' of Indian 
people are trying to achieve full 
human rights through non-violent 
means. But they have watched 
Canada go from the depression 
years to an age of prosperity and 
affluence.
“We’ve sat here and watched 
small companies grow into larger 
companies, middle income 
people become rich people. We 
have seen the resources of 
Canada diminish.
“1 canT say we’ve benefitted 
from their development”
The key to the Indian dilemma, 
Elliott feels,, is the economic 
development of the reserves.
“The governrnent has always 
regulated the speed at which we 
develop, because it holds the
pursestrings. : ?
“At one time they figured we 
couldn’ I look after ourselves.; 
they wouldn’t let iis rnake^w 
own decisions.”
Lately there has? been some 
independence granted, added
CHARRED RUINS of what was once a 
two-family home speaks strikingly of
o'vercrowded and substandard housing 
facing Indian people.
Elliott, but Indian people are still 
not allowed to make any major 
decisions without government 
approval.
He said if in past years money 
had been made available to 
develop reserves at a rate the 
Indian people thought they could 
develop,” we wouldn’t have the 
circumstances we have today.”
His thesis is that if millions of 
dollars are poured into the 
development of reserves — the 
type of development the Indians 
themselves want -— steady jobs 
with adequate wages could be 
provided for every Indian person' 
who wants ; tb^ Xw 
reserve. With good wages, Indian 
people could build adequate : 
housing — the type of houses they 
would like to live in — and they
could develop businesses to keep 
some of the dollars earned on the
“It is not because we are dumb, 
lazy, or unambitious,” he said.
SMALL BUT TYPICAL, this Tsartlip Indian house rnay 
be home for up to eight people due to the acute housing 
shortage and lack of funds.
i\nLl.l(>NS <)E I)()LLARS is what Tsartlip Indian Chiel 
Charles Elliotl wants to develop industries and build 
new homes on local reserves,
reserve.
Elliott pointed out the Tsarlip 
reserve would be ideal for a 
modern farming complex. With 
up-to-date machinery and 
modern farming techniques, the 
Indian people could go a long way 
in helping to alleviate the food 
shortage — helping Indian and 
non-Indian alike.
He also suggested a number of 
secondary industries which could 
be develoiHid on reserves such as 
boatbuilding.
“Till! development must be 
done by Indian ixiople, however," 
ho said, "not tliroiigh leases or 
oiiUsiiki cornpanie.s,“
He said tho average Indian 
person today docs go out and 
earns his own way, hut the type of 
Joh.s Indlaivpeoplo are accepted 
for tiro unskilled Jobs yielding low 
pay- ' ■ ■
Ho described tho vicious circle 
of an Indian child growing up in 
an Inadequate uiid hoplcssly 
over-crowded home, trying to 
find space to do the homo study 
. nucoHSiiry lo u continuing 
educolion, Discouraged, the child 
quIlH Hcliool ul u low grade level 
and cannot then find a job which 
pays well, bccaiific he donsn'i 
have the (luallflcfitlons 
■/ necessary,'A',';"
When it oomoH lime for him to 
find 11 home and raise a family, 
history rejKJuis itself.
“The odds against us just seem 
very hard to meet” ?
He said if the Indian people’s 
circumstances are to change in 
the next five to 10 years, massive 
funding would have to be poured 
in to bring existing homes up to 
acceptable standards. Large 
amounts of money would also 
have to be made available to 
build desperately needed new 
homes and, provide the industry 
needed to enable Indian people to 
become self-sufficient,
“If they give us the dollars, we 
will do the developing”.
Ho said Indian people have 
spent enough years and 
generations learning to live in 
Canadian society.
“We know how to live in 
Canadian society and wo are 
tired of being poor people In that ; 
society,".
“If Indian people wore ever 
given the amount of money 
needed to put us on a par with the 
average Conadian, the Indian 
people and leaders would have 
great eoniributlons lo make to 
the Canadian society at largo In 
solving many of the problems 
Catiodlan sfkd^y Is faced with 
Uxia)/,
“I think Indian |>«oplo have 
paid enough already,
“They should set us up on our 
feet again and wo'Il go from
fhero."' '" .''"x
A .SUrUE.SHl'UI. 1'SARTI.HV INDIAN which cottid ixj doveloped or 
l•RD.IEt”^. ihiB eonipsile, iKiat ramp iH'id funds were mado availahlo, 
Htore is an example of the sort ol indiiHlry ,
in r''eserves if' 'UNUSUAL DICSIGN BUT FAnilLLm PEOBLEMS-as construction of this Tsartlip Intllim homo grinds to a halt
beeaURO of Inck of fimds.
IP
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OBITUARIES
GREENHALGH
At Resthaven Hospital, Sidney 
on October 15, 1974, William 
Greenhalgh aged 80 years of 7305 
Tomlinson Rd., Saanichton, 
resident there since 1933, born in 
Bolton, Lancashire, England. He 
is survived by his wife Amelia; 
one son, William James Harry 
Greenhalgh of Saanichton; one 
daughter, Mrs. J.P. (Gladys) 
Delbrouck of Saanichton; seven 
grandchildren; a nephew, Fred 
Greenhalgh, great-nieces and 
great-nephews in Saanichton; 
also nieces and nephews in 
England. He was a veteran of the 
48th Pioneer Battalion in World 
War One and also served in World 
War Two. He was a member of 
Saanich Peninsula Branch No. 37, 
R.C.L.
Funeral service was held in 
McCall Bros, family chapel on 
Friday, Oct. 18 at 2:00 p.m. with 
the Rev. I. Futter officiating. 
Interment at Hatley Memorial 
Gardens. (Flowers gratefully 
declined. Donations, if desired, 
may be made to the Heart Fund, 
1008 Blanshard St
D.URWARD 
James Smith, on October 17, 
1974 at Sidney, B.C. Born in 
Scotland. He was a veteran of 
W.W. 1. He leaves his loving wif^ 
Charlotte at home.
Funeral sevices was held oh 
Saturday, October 19, 1974 at 
12:00 noon at the Chapel of First 
Memorial Services Ltd., 4725 
Falaise Drive, Rev. Bob Dobson 
officiating. Arrangements by the 
Memorial Society of B.C. and 
First Memorial Services Ltd.
Memorial Service was held 
Tuesday, Oct. 22, 1974, at 3 p.m. 
in St. Andrews Anglican - 3rd 
Street, Sidney, B.C. Rev. R.i 
Sansom officiating. (Cremation). 
No flowers by request, donations 
may be made to the Retarded 
Children’s Fund, c-o Glendale 
Lodge Hospital, 4464 Markham, 
Victoria. Arrangements through 
the Memorial Society of B.C. and 
First Memorial Services Ltd.
SEEBACH
At Saanich Peninsula Hospital, 
Mt. Newton Cross Road, Central 
Saanich, B.C., on October 15, 
1974, Miss Georgina May 
Seebach, age 92 years. Born in 
Stratford, Ontario, and had been 
a long-time resident of Sidney, 
B.C.
Service was held in Holy 
Trinity Anglican Church, 
Patricia Bay, B.C., on Monday, 
October 21, 1974, at 11:00 a.m.. 
Rev. Robert A. Sansom of­
ficiating. Cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those so 
desiring may contribute to the 
Canadian Council of the Blind, 
White Cane Club, c-o 257 Howe 
St., Victoria, B.C. Arrangements 
by the Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C.
BOARD CHAIRMAN COMPLAINS 
AT SLOW SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
APPLETON
Arthur Frederick of Sidney, 
B.C., formerly of Calgary, 
Alberta. Oh Oct. 20, 1974. Aged 80 
years. Survived by his loving wife 
Lily, 2 sons, Stanley of Calgary 
and Donald of Victoria, 2 grand­
daughters, 2 sisters, Mrs. Alic 
Brett of Calgary and Mrs. B. 
Tokiey of E ngland. M r. Appleton 
served in the First and Second 
World Wars. He was formerly an 
the Cify of Calgary, 




Canadian Legion, Branch No. 1,
Calgary, Alberta;
WATKINS
Garnet Watkins, 2166 Mt. 
Newton X Rd; formerly of 8543 
Lochside Dr. Sidney, B.C. on 
October 11, at Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. Born in Glouchester 
England on August 13, 1882; 
Survived by four sons, Alban, 
Perth, Australia; Herbert, 
Vancouver, B.C. Horace, Sidney, 
B.C., Robert, Surrey, B.C. Three 
daughters, Mrs. Gwen Gamble, 
Victoria, B.C.; Mrs. N. Crawford 
(Olive), Burnaby, B.C.; Mrs. R. 
Nash (Ruby), White Rock B.C., 
15 Grandchildren; 19 great 
grandchildren. Mr. Watkins 
served with the Welch Guards 
during World War I. Service was 
held on Oct. 15, at2:30 p.m. at St. 
Mary’s AAnglican Church, 
Saanichton, B.C. Rev. Ivan H. 
Futter officiated followed by 
crematioa’ Those desiring may 
contribute to Canadian Cancer 
society. Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses; in charge of 
arrangements.
Progress on the Parkland 
School five-classroom addition 
was heavily criticized by 
Peninsula School Board Chair­
man Rubymay Parrott Monday 
evening.
In a letter addressed to the 
contracting firm E.J. Hunter & 
Sons Limited, which was brought 
before the board for ratification 
at the meeting at North Saanich 
School, Parrott said she was 
concerned at the “seeming lack 
of progress.’’
She said the contract had been 
awarded in good faith on the 
understanding the job would be 
completed by September, 1974.
She continued: “The Board 
feels very strongly thatunless the 
contract is completed shortly, 
they could not consider your firm 
for any future contracts in this 
School District.’’
Trustee Ann F'oerster objected 
to the letter being sent before it 
was ratified by the board and also 
objected to the “implied threat 
which we may not be able to, 
carry out.’’
Parrottsaid the letter had been 
approved by the services com­
mittee and she was concerned at 
the considerable inconvenience 
the delay was causing the school.
“The problem is to get 
labourers to labour and workers 
to stay on the job,” said Trustee 
Norma Sealey.
Parrott said school architect 
Don Marshall claimed there was 
a “total lack of responsibility on 




School principal Joe Lott told 
The Review Tuesday three 
painters were now on the job and 
the foreman had assured him the 
job would be completed by 
Friday. He said the foreman had 
e.xperienced a great deal of 
frustration in getting the 
material and, at times, the labour 
he needed.
“I think parts for metal objecLs 
come from someplace else in the 
world...or perhaps the moon or 
Mars,” he said.
Lott said the addition will in­
clude five new classrooms - one 
group of three rooms will com­
plete the science wing, and the 
other two rooms are related to 
the visual and performing arts, a 
theatre classroom and a 
specialized art room.
“They will add substantially to 
the school,” he said.
He added the students will 
begin to utilize the rooms next 
week.
“The closing chapters are 




CO N C E K r O H C H E S'L it A
The Peninsula Concert Or­
chestra is looking for more 
musicians - especially strings - to 
join them in their weekly two 
hour sessions, under the direction 
of Mr. Charles Moore.
If you have an instrument 
and are interested in joining the 
orchestra, call Clarke Scarboro, 
658-8718 or Howard Walker, 656- 
3548.
FULFORD HARBOR TIDIES
Wed. 23 0450 4.4 1320 11.0 2020 7.9 2255 ao
Thurs. 24 0545 5.0 1355 10.9 2050 7.2 0050 7.9
Fri. 25 0650 5.6 1435 10.8 2120 6.6
Sat. 26 0230 8.2 0750 6.2 1450 10.6 2140 5.8
Sun. -1-27 0250 8.8 0750 6.8 1420 10.5 2050 5.0
Mon. -1-28 0350 9.4 0835 7.4 1425 ia5 2120 4.2
Tues. -1-29 0440 10.0 0925, 8.0 1445 10.5 21.50 3.4
Wed. -f30 0535 10.5 1005 8,5 _1505 10.8 2220 2.7
' WEATHER ^
The following is the meteorological 
report for the week ending Oct. 20, 
furnished by the Research Station, 
Sidney
Maximurh Temp. • (Oct; 16 & 18) 65
Minimurn Temp. (Oct. 17) 40
Minimum on grass ; 30^
Precipitation ' ' ' ; ; nil ;
Total;;' .’'.''22,62.,.
Sunshine - 56.5
Supplied by the Atmospheric En­
vironment Service for the week en­
ding Oct. 20,,
Maximum Temp. (Oct, 18)
Minimum Temp, (Oct. 17)
Mean Ternp, : ; ;:
; Precipitation,:,;
:'Total'C
The Board of Directors of the 
George Pearkes Clinic for 
Handicapped; Children have 
announced the resignation of 
long-time Clinic Administrator 
Margaret McClung. Her 
resignation is effective 
November 15 th.
Board Chairman David A. Hall 
said Mrs, McClung has decided to 
retire after nearly 20 years 
service with the Cerebral Palsy 
Association of Lower Vancouver 
Island and the Clinic.
Mrs. McClung first joined the 
association in 1953 as a volunteer 
worker and Board member, and 
has been administrator since 
1954.
Mr, Hall, in announcing her 
retirement, paid tribute to tho 
work Mrs. McClung has done for
the Association and the Liinic.
' Mr. Hail said the Clinic and the 
hundreds of handicapped 
children who have been helpecl by 
its facilities are a tribute to the 
hard work over the years per­
formed by Mrs. McClung.
Replacing Mrs. McClung as 
administrator is Garth Homer, 
former executive director of the 
community council of Greater 
Victoria, and presently social 
planning services director for the 
capital regional district. Mr. 
Homer is a native of Tisdale, 
Saskatchewan, obtaining his 
education at the University of 
Saskatchewan and tho University 
of B.C. His past experience in­
cludes probation, child welfare, 
family counselling and super­





A BY-LAW TO EXPHOPUIATE CERTAIN LANDS TO USE AS 
A HIGHWAY AND FOR THE PURPOSES OF PROCEEDING 
WITH PUBLIC WORKS PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS t )F 
SECTION 483, MUNICIPAL ACT;
WHEREAS it is doomed desirable by the Municipal Council to 
enter upon and expropriate, for use na a highway and for the 
purposes of installhlion of Rower and wntor plpoiinos, without 
the consent of the owner tho properlios located in the Town of 
Sidney and more particularly known us :
Fol, 11" - ■ ■ ■
'2645GC,; '' '
Which property la 
McKillicnn,
registered in bie name of Eliiie Lovell
NOW THEREFORE the Municipal Council of the 
Sidney cnacla as follows:
I’own of
(1) that the property aforesaid shall he entered upon and ex­
propriated by the Town of Sidney
(2) that the plans and RiXH-dfications of the work and undertaking 
slwU be filed with (he Clerk purauant to the provisions of Section 
483 of the Municipal Act
(3) that this By-law shall Iw published once in tho Gazette and in 
a newspaper published and circulated in the Town of Sidney
(t) that a certified ec-py of the By law &h.in ’ou filed in tho Land 
ReglHlry Office in Victoria, British (h)lumhla 
(5) This By-law may be cited as Town of Sidney Expropriation 
By-law No. 522, 1974.
Rend a first time this ?.2nd day of July 1974.
.Read a second time this 22nd day of July 1974.
Read a third time thi.s 22nd day of July 1974.
Reconsidered, finally passed A: adoptt'd (his IfJh day of Octobi-r 
1974 ^
S H. DDear iMayor) 
G.S, Logan ((herk)
Mrs. and Mrs. R.G. Eburne, 
87:i0 East Saanich Road, retained 
a Sidney lawyer to voice a 
complaint for them to North 
Saanich Couneil Monday 
evening.
In March of this year a con­
tractor eonimenced work on 
I.owe Road, which provides the 
only access to their property. Tlie 
alterations to that roadway have 
not yet been completed.
The Eburnes are now highly 
eoncerned over the manner in 
which this work is being con­
ducted, said their solicitor R.K. 
Stevenson.
“The grade of the road appears 
to be so low as to seriously affect 
the usefulness of the approJich to 
the Eburne property 
Stevenson said.
“To date the access driveway 
has not been replaced, although 
we understand it will be. but 
more distressing, the contractor 
has indicated he has no intention 
of replacing the culvert which 
was ejestroyed when the access 
driveway was removed...,’ he 
continued.
Stevenson also pointed out that 
when the contractor w'as 
rebuilding the road it came so 
close to the Eburne property that 
the edge of the property is now in 
danger of collapsing into the 
excavation.
“As the Eburnes had a fence
LIHLE JOHN










Safe, .sanitary, comfortable and 
dependable. Perfect for cabins, 
travel trailers, campers, boats, 
recreational areas, golf courses, 
construction sites and farms, etc. 
Little John enjoys unlimited en­
dorsements and certifications by 
C.G.A:
CONTRACTORS 1: contact us for 
quantity prices and rental 
■arrangements;;:; y - ,
WESTERN POLLUTION 
■ 'HUNTERS'.,'
313 F'oul Bay Rd. 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
Phone 5})8-5t)()2
Your Vancouver Island 
Dealer
along that side of their property, 
there is a danger of the fence 
collapsing into the excavation.” 
said Stevenson. “We are sure it is 
not necessary to point out to the 
municipality that wiiere support 
is removed from a person’s 
property, it is a requirement that 
proper retaining walls be in­
stalled at the expense of the 
person removing the support. We 
would ask your assurance that 
such support is going to be 
provided."
■Alderman Wilf Price said he 
agreed with the facts outlined in 
the letter. "I liave seen it and 1 
concur with wliat tlie letter says. 
It is a deplorable way to leave a 
place."
Council agreeed that legal 
opinion should be sought before 






*100% SOLID STATE 
iiniin Built-In AM/FM RADIO j 
*INSTAMATIC COLOR TUNING
* PLUG-IN MINI-CIRCUIT PANELS
* BUCK MATRIX PICTURE TUBE
lOO
2 Year Guarantee On All Parts and Labour
SOUND-IN-THE-ROUND
Main Floor Medical-Dental Bldg.
Phone 656-5771 9779 4th St
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Now Cancuin Savings Bonds aro a groat 
cornhination of socurity, income and 
flexibility. ineyTo a socuro investment, 
tjacki'id. l>v al! KiO: lUjOLiii.e;. of 
They,pay O'.ity; a year, giiaranmod to you 
year nftpr yoar for t) years,
CanaiJa .Savings Bunds can be bought 
loi Cdsii u( on i(i,siaiiniuiii.s wneiover 
you bank or invest, in amounts from $f>0 
up-to $50.000.;And, as always,,li'ujy nro^
cashable anytime at their full face value 
plus earned inferost. Buy Now Canada 
Savings Bonds today.
And loaiuiabur, past Seiies of Canada 
Savings Bonds aro now worth more than, 
ever Tho cash bonuB payments have been 
increased to produco,, from September 
1, 15/4 lu maturity,,an average annual 
yield ot Complete' ctolailr. ,ai'Q
available whore you hank or invost.
■IS,,;
THE GREAT COMBINATION
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FIFTY YEARS ON THE PENINSULA
DESPITE CRITICAL SHORTAGE of 
accommodation throughout lower 
Vancouver Island, federal government 
owned houses near Pat Bay remain 
unoccupied. The homes were vacated
,,, ^ *,
recently by Air Force personnel tran­
sferred from this area to Comox. An 
oceanographic institute will eventually 
be constructed on a portion of the former 
Defense department property.
A member of an old pioneer 
North Saanich family, Cyril 
Lambert, passed away recently 
leaving a legacy of history which 
dates back 50 years.
Lambert, his wife Eva and 
their two daughters, Irene and 
Betty, came out from England in 
1923 and settled on land along the 
West Saanich Road and what is 
now known as Towner Park 
Road.
Lambert joined his great-uncle 
William Towner who had settled 
in the area in 1864. Towner had 
come from England to Cnllfornlu 
and then up to Deep Cove, 
bringing with him hops from 
California. He was the first hop 
grower in British Columbia, 
planting the hops around the turn 
of the century.
Towner built a large hop kiln 
for drying the hops and grew 
them until 1914,
Lambert farmed his land and 
raised Jersey and later Holstein
cows. He was at one time a 
member of the Vancouver Island 
Jersey Breeders. His wife Eva 
raised angora rabbits, carded the 
wool, separated it into grades and 
sent it to Colorado. The income 
she derived from this helped pay 
off the mortgage, her daughter 
Betty Hawes said.
“Times were quite tough in 
those days,” said Mrs. Hawes.
She said she can remember her 
great-uncle saying he had to walk 
to Victoria to get his mail.
Lambert was an enthusiastic 
gardener, particularly proud ol 
his roses and begonias, and when 
the family moved to 933 
Josepliine Dr. in Brentwood, he. 
took his skill with him and land­
scaped the property tran­
sforming the overgrown land.
YOU CAN SHOP FROWI YOUR 
CAR AT FLINT MOTORS
IN THE HEftRT Of DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
BINSTEAD-KNIGHT NUPTIALS
Wedding ceremony was 
solemnized on August 31, 1974 in 
Willingdon Heights United 
Church, Burnaby, B.C., when 
Gem Antoinette Kight, daughter 
of Mr. & Mrs. J.A. Knight, 
Burnaby, B.C., exchanged
BELTS FOR BUSES
Seat belts are to be installed 
immediately in the 16 passenger 
mini bus owned by School 
• District No. 63.
Following an inquiry by 
Saanich Peninsula School Board, 
it was learned seat belts were 
installed only in the front seat. 
Letters requesting information 
on sea t belts in school buses were 
sent to the Insurance Corporation 
of British Columbia, British 
Columbia School Trustees 
Association and Canadian 
Standards Association.
Replies from these letters were
received at the school board 
meeting held at North Saanich 
School Monday.
Trustee Lois Walsh moved that
as well as seat belts being in­
stalled, the bus driver be in­
structed to make sure school 
children do the belts up.
High-back padded seats to 
prevent whiplash were also 
discussed, but the matter was 
dropped when it was pointed out 
the mini bus seats were high 
enough and safe enough for
elementary-sizfed school
children.
Chairman Rubymay Parrott 
suggested an investigation of 
construction standards on the 
school district’s buses, following 
a report in Traffic Safety on an 
American school bus accident in 
which the bus structure disin­
tegrated.
“It’s amazing the way they 
accept the fact that a school bus 
will fall apart,” commented 
Trustee Norma Sealey,
“1 don’t accept it,” she ex­
claimed.
“Boy it’s frightening,” agreed 
Parrott.
Sealey suggested the school 
board contact Canadian Stan­
dards Association,
varriage vows with Mr. William 
Donald Binstead, son of Mr. & 
Mrs. W. Binstead, Burnaby, B.C.
Given in marriage by her 
father, the bride wore white Peau 
de Sois, entrain, trimmed with 
white lace, shoulder length veil 
trimmed with seed pearls and 
carried a bouquet of red roses 
and baby breath. The bride was 
attended by her sister, Kathy 
Eyckermans as Matron of 
Honour and her bridesmaid was 
Edith Geisheiner, who wore sea 
blue dresses with large white 
garden hats and carried baskets 
of white daisies.
A reception followed for 80 
guest at the Y.M.C.A.,, Burnaby,
B.C. David Eyckermans was 
Master of ceremonies and the' 
toast to the bride was given by 
Mark Eisnor of Ottawa, Ont.
Out of town guests included, 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Sapsford, Sid­
ney, B.C. grandparents of the 
bride; Mrs. A. Eyckermans, 
Sidney, B.C., Mr. & Mrs. R. 
Knight, Courtenay, B.C., Mr. and 
Mrs. A. Mattishaw, Prince 
George, B.C., Mrs. R. Wigg; 
Miss. C. Tatomir both of 
Leamington, Ont; Mrs. R. Moon, 
Kingsville, Ont; Miss C. Denney, 
Ottawa, Ont; Mrs. R. Mr. & Mrs. 
M. MacRitchie, Port Elgin, Ont, 
and Mrs. M. Greise, Prince 
George, B.C.
HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
The regular monthly meeting 
of the Auxiliary to Rest Haven 
Hospital was held in the hospital 
Lounge on Wed., Oct. 8, with 21 
members in attendance.
The president, Mrs. F. Wold- 
nik, introduced the speaker, Mrs. 
Neta Pratt - regional public 
health nurse, who spoke on the 
subject of nutrition in Meals.
provides spnclous lU'W 
accommodation with fully 
equipped kitchens, cable 
TV, phone, free parking 
and view balconies. All this 
for Slfi.OO single and It.00 
per additional guest with 
complimentary coffee and 
tea service for your added 
enjoyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 
Hotel located at Hornby 
and Robson Streets.
For ree0rvations, write to :
THi MAYFAIR HOTEL
SAS Hornby 8J., Vsneouvar 1/ B.C. or Phone area 404-A8T-4781.
I ■ ________
MRS. MARCIA BUTTERFIELD CHOOSES HER CAR S 
NEEDS RELAXED,
GUS WHITTAKER TARES THE ORDER
FLINT MOTORS LTD
BEACON AT FIFTH ,656492X-
SIDNEY TftXI AND TRANSPORTATION 
CO. LTD.
■ AND-:
WITH A FLEET OF 40 CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BEITER
RENT-A-CAR
THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
386"336S
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TIME FACTO Every ^ M is ■
encour3ged to take an active part in the 1975 
Winter Festival. The positive benefits of partici­
pation are many. Whether your special interest 
is in the development of fitness through sports; 
or the nurturing of talent in a branch of the arts: 
or exhibiting your skill as a craftsman; or the en­
joyment of family recreation activities, the ap­
propriate community programme must be cre­
ated to meet that special need, A great many' 
such programmes do exist, but many more are 
needed, Those are the facts,
The British
ColumbiaWinter Festival offers community lead­
ers in recreation, sports, performing arts;, fine 
arts, crafts, and-other organizations, a 26-ciay, 
mid-winter period \/vhen they can showcase their 
■ programmes to great advantage, Each event or 
community programme that files a submission 
and receives sanction by the British Columbia 
Festival Office reaps the benefits of local, re­
gional and provincial promotioni through news­
paper. radio and other forms of masa cornmuni- 
cations. Colourful Certificates of Particippion 
are provided for all who take part in the province­
wide Winter Festival. Creating good community 
programmes is wofth telling people about. Those 
are the opportunities.
IHE yillliJWE Festivals,
that encompass the broadest possible agenda or 
indoor and outdoor activities, and utmze all 
available facilities over a period of days or 
weeks, are the ultimate objective. Many com­
munities are organizing total participation pro­
grammes as part of the British Columbia Winter 
Festival right now. Getting it all together in your, 
community would be the ultimate.
IHEllPE Now. That’s right, now is the 
time to think, to plan, to organize in your com­
munity. The Winter Festival Qoes imo print on 
November 15,1974. SUBMISSIONS l^THE FESTIVAL OFFICE BY NOVEMBER 1v5, 
1974. Take the time to write for information and 
submission forms today, Now is ^ .
V "TTHE^PIACE '-Write 4o: ■
British Cpiumblo Fostlyal Office 
T'A Community Rocrootlon Branch 
ig Suite 610 - 25555 Willow StrooL^^. -^ 
VancoLivor, British Columbia. V5Z1 HI 
or phone; 87 ^ ^
submission forms and information^saavallabje 
at Community Recreation Branch Wees Jn 
Abbotsford, Burns Lake, Kamloops, Kelowna, 
Nelson. Prince George and Victoria.
Januaiy 23 •fRebruaiy 17,1973
Plan now to take part in the _ ^ ^ ^
BRITISH COLUMBIA WINTER PfesSTTIVAL
t Bpoinoml by iba (JNbRb Cohimbin (iovotnimin. of Inibnlry, Hon l-rnmUm MinMor. It t. Colby, Dmuily Mnlitoe.
4 J u .J
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CRITSaSM GETS QUICK REPLY
The following letter was 
receiv’ed recently by the District 
of Central Saanich.
Always sensitive to what he 
considers unjustified criticism, 
Municipal Clerk-Administrator 
Fred Durrand drafted the reply. 
Monday evening, council 
unanimously concurred with his 
decision.
Dear Sirs:
Recently I moved from the City 
of Vancouver to the Brentwood 
Bay area. As a person interested 
in the environment and its effect 
on people, I was extremely in­
terested in the planning of 
Vancouver. However, after an 
enormous amount of very bad 
planning, which distressed me, I 
came to the beautiful Saanich 
Peninsula.
It is heartbreaking to see ab-
SIDNEY MAN JAILED 
FOLLOWING IMPAIRED 
CONVICTION
Sidney resident Harry Haigh, 
63, was fined $250 and handed a 21 
day jail term in Sidney provincial 
court Monday, following his 
conviction on two counts of im­
paired driving.
The second impaired charge 
was laid by Sidney RCMP after 
Haigh’s camper truck collided 
with a pick-up truck and a^parked 
car at Beacon Avenue and the 
Pal Bay highway on October 15.
Gary Hartman, Galiano, driver 
of the pick-up, his two year old 
son and Linda Brodie, also of 
Galiano, were hospitalized 
following the crash.
liaigh was not injured, police 
■ 'saicl.' ■ .
solutely stupid planning in this 
day and age, in the Central 
Saanich area, surely one of the 
most beautiful parts of Canada. I 
am referring to a road which is 
being constructed just off Hagen, 
between Sluggett Road and 
Merchant. It is absolutely 
criminal to see those beautiful 
trees slashed down, in one of the 
last forested areas in that im­
mediate district. The same 
situation applies regarding the 
road to Mt. Newton School.
Another very disturbing and 
upsetting sight I see, friends 
visiting me also comment on how 
ugly it is, is the Industrial Park 
area, right in the heart of that 
beautiful rolling agricultural 
farm land. I find it difficult to 
believe, whilst we are supposedly 
becoming more aware and 
educated on such matters, to find 
such destructive planning in the 






Pll.GRIM AT TT.NKKH CHEEK,
At first she seems to fit into a 
predictible pattern: this Annie 
Dillard, the sensitive young 
woman with folded hands on the 
dust jacket, who looks out of her 
cottage window on nature and, 
sure enough, starting right on 
schedule with January, records 
the seasons as they come and go 
at Tinker Creek in Virginia. But 
beware of this gentie girl who 
describes her favourite haunts: 
the creek, a tiny grassy island, a 
quarry, and the woods leading up 
to the Blue Ridge Mountains. For 
here is no vague romantic 
twirling a buttercup. As she 
guides your attention to a 
muskrat, a monarch butterfly, a 
heron or a coot, Miss Dillard is 
sUilking the reader as surely as
any predator stalks its game.
Four times in the first two 
pages, she uses the word 
“mystery”. With a kind of 
metaphysical awe, she notes 
there are 228 muscles in the head 
of a caterpillar, six million leaves 
on a big elm, 14 billion root hairs 
on a ryd plant. “My God, what a 
world,” she cries. “The 
question from agnosticism is. 
Who turned on the lights? The 
question from faith is. Whatever 
for?”
In a passage of quiet un­
derstatement, Miss Dillard 
meticulously records the death of 
a small frog sucked dry by a 
giant water bug, and with eerie 
calm, reports an afternoon she 
spent sitting beside a cop­
perhead. Here is a habitat often 
of cruelty and pain.
“Evolution loves death more
than it loves you and me”,' she 
quietly concludes.
The author compares her life 
with that of an anchorite hermit. 
In fact, she is anything but a 
recluse. She smokes cigarettes. 
She drives a car. Like nature she 
is sometimes guilty of repetition 
and lushness of description. But, 
sooner or later, a pilgrim who 
refuses to believe in progress, she 
cuts back to the bone. To an age 
hooked on novelty, variety, and 
sensation, her message is as
clear as William Blake’s: “See a 
world.in a grain of sand” - if you 
dare.
She sums herself (and perhaps 
her species) up: ,“I am a frayed 
and nibbled, survivor in a fallen 
world”. But what she has done is 
to bear witness to the mystery of 
all existence in a remarkable 
work of terror and celebration.
Pll.GHlM AT TINKER 
CREEK is now available from 
the Sidney North Saanich Branch 
of the Regional Library.
THE MARINE SERVICE CENTRE
I
OUTBOARD REPAIRS 
EVINRUUE — JOHNSON — HONDA 4 cycle 
INBOARD-OUTBOARD REPAIRS 
O M C STERNDRIVE —VOLVO-PENTA 
WAUKESHA MARINE 
FAST — REASONABLE
22:58 HARBOUR, SIDNEY —(iStt-hUiV
Dear Mrs. McIntosh:
1 wish to acknowledge your 
letter, received today, expressing 
your views on planning in Central 
Saanich. We are pleased to learn 
that, as a recent arrival in our 
Municipality, you are interested 
in the planning of our area.
Should you wish to know more 
about our rather unique Rural 
Municipality, and,, its planning 
for the future, I am sure that Mr. 
G. L. Wheeler, our Assistant 
Administrator, would be more 
than happy to discuss this matter 






Agricultural Hall, Saanichton - 7::50 Sharp. 
Costunu* .Judging liia-works’ Display
l)onlirc l{clrcshincnts
Wc ask lor your support





Mr: and Mrs. A. W. Aylard have returned home from Cecil Lake, 
B.C , after visiting their son-in-law and daughter, Brian and Ann 




includes: Roof system 
Corrugated endwails 
Double sliding door 
Nuts, bolts, washers 





Mrs. Edith Smith and Mrs. Mary! Briggs attended the Island IDEAL FORv..
18’ STORAGE MACHINE SHOP WORKSHOP
17‘'M-
Mrs; Edith Smith and Mrs. - Mary; Briggs attended the Island 
regional council of the OAPO on Friday, October 18 in Nanaimo. Mrs. 
Srrlith is the president of the counciL while Mrs. Briggs attended as 
delegate from branch No. 25 of Sidney.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith,10145-3rd Street, Sidney, were pleased 
toliavtyas their guests, Mrs Xlltye Srnith of Scotsgard, Sask. and her 
daugbtetyBettyrpbnoyah of WasocaJSaskVilsister-ih-law and niece of : 
Mr, Smith.. The ladies also visited Mr & Mrs. drum Duncan, Lovell
The Smiths also were hosts to Mr. & Mrs. Jack Hurd of Saskatoon, 
Siisk! and Mr. & Mrs. JElmer Gust of Ellensburg, Washington for the 
Thanksgiving weekend. Mrs. Gust is a sister (o Mrs. Smith and a 
( frequent visitor to Sidney.^^^^^ ^ ^ v V
30 DAY DELIVERY
Cail Collect or MaiL Coupon Today for Colour Brochure and Details
''.Address:'-,,.
i.. 71.. - - 2.. .'7..... 
Date Planning to' Build (’





Come with me to
W® Each Twin or Double
Rvory Salurtlav .. lor 7 dnyr, nnd six nights ol lun side trips to
Virgihin Cily - Cnrson City ■ Lokif Tnhoo anti Sparks. Bo a winner nnd 
go llH- Conch l„inos way I Still some rmIs loft (or November, Plan your 
R(;nn holiday now I • , ■
N'm emhor tl'2l $215 oaoh, dmihlo
Follow tlio Hunshiiu) to San l-ranc;i!.t-Oi Disneyland, San Diego and 
Tiiuana then In Palm Sprlncs (or J nights. We return via Fresno 
Eurek.v and Portland. Thirteen dayv. of scenic travel ar\d, com- 
panionship, A great (all tourl
CHRISTMAS LIGHTING CEREMONY
6-8 $ri,5,IIO PlH’ll, lluuhlf
A delighllul and (estlvo lour to Wenatenee and Leavonworth "The 
l.ltlle Bavaria of the Cascatlos" wtiere sve wdl en|oy carols, easlunie 
dancing anti llu) lighlinu ctiremonv.
PASADENA ROSE PARADE
Dec. 27-.IUII i $:170 ciich, (loiihic
t.)i\ce again we are olf to PasiuK'na lo liike in bu' Hpetdatailnr parade, 
Youf vU'o . Wl' will vIbH Stficr’iiDicntD, Holivwoodr
Disneyland, Los Angelt's, Kan Dleoc and Tituana, For n change ot 
pace on the way home we win stop over at l.asi Vegas and Reno. Don't 
miss this popular lour, «
These tours include SI,000.00 excess inedlcal Imu.irance AND ARE 
r (.li,:t,.Y FSCORTEO ON OUli OWN DEILUXITHOLIDAY COACHtS
DAY TOURS
iir.ii'i;i. null) .'.tscii Aiiv
A thrill (or ooldoor lovers to witneiii* oiu’ ot Oiilurei, griMiest spyc 
lacies - • ttui iriigr .tting iju u tioi.,k-s r.'.sling .eui hs,'Uini| on ineg Soyiii 
ward lourney Te.i iiu ioded.
!1 HFMFMmi \\( I' nw rOUH S'l..^!
A lovely day lour to S.dl 'Spi ing hdanu ,»no tno Ganoet H.irtKrur House 
(or lunch (includtHii reiuinieu va Crotion .'ind hui .Viaitioali
Anacortes, then to Belhn'.,iMam. Tune to i.'rinwsi'' ,u'ii,l see me tow’n, 
returnini;) to VpTori.t via T’i.fte,'V,'av,('n
IMI IS iTtDVN I'rtl! It K lltt i’ IM tvl! M V IIDV
VANCOUVER ISLAND COACH LINES LTD









Keep those promises you’ve made to yourself . . . 
with sound money management advice from the 
Royal Bank!
Are you satisfied with the way you manage money? If you’re like most- 
people, you would probably like some help.
We’ve put together special booklets entitled “YOUR MONEY 
MATTERS”. These booklets offer practical, down-to-earth advice on 
better money management. You’ll find them very helpful in coping with 
your money problems and these days, good money management is 
important to everyone,
Specially designed teacher’s kits for use 
in money management classes are 
available, This comprehensive kit includes 
additional booklets, overhead 
transparencies, topics for discussion, 
suggested assignments and a list of films 
available tIirough oiir Ioaning library:
IS
Ask for your free; copy of our money 
management booklets or information on 
the teachers' aid kit.' Drop in and see irie. 
Anytime. ■ , ,
Sl l.,Ml
Community Corner 
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL UNITED 
APPEAL CANVASSER.
YOUR HELP IS NEEDED AND 
APPRECIATED
\(JV. 23 HFLLIXGIIWIU V\ I'ni'B $11,0(1
A (KMutitui ;»‘i‘ hf.a)', (w’t'v irgi'iu 'hroiiun the Si'ni .Junn ir.lAndf, in
T. (LEN) ADAMSON M'A,NAGKH
ROYAL BAN K
serving
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THE PILL, ABORTION, ACCEPTANCE OF UNWED MOTHERS CITED AS REASONS
A moratorium placed on 
: adoptions a year ago July — 
because there were so many 
homes wanting to adopt and so 
: few children for adoption — has 
: been lifted.
“We had over 1000 homes in B.C. 
waiting for children,” said 
'Human Resources Adoption 
Worker Elizabeth Rochfort.
When the moratorium was 
lifted there were about 537 homes 
waiting “which is not really 
encouraging for people wanting 
to adopt” she commented.
Over a 10-year period the 
number of children placed in 
adopting homes in B.C. rose trom 
041 in 1903 to lt)43 in 1970 and tlien 
liegan dropping to 1077 in 1973.
mother must give the child a 
name and register his birth. The 
name doesn’t change until 
adloption is granted, six months 
after the adopting parents take 
custody of the child.
When the adoption order is 
granted, a copy of the order goes 
to vital statistics where a 
notation is made on the birth 
registration of the child’s new 
legal name and the adopting 
parents as the new legal parents.
“It is a tremend usly sensitive 
document which is sealed and put
have now started giving adopting 
parents a written resume from 
which they can answer such 
questions from the adopted child.
When a mother is considering 
giving up her child for adoption, 
she will be referred to an un- 
married-parent worker.
Val Johnston, with the 
Department of Human 
Resources, said the alternatives 
— abortion, adoption or keeping 
the child — are thoroughly 
discussed.
She said she discusses with the
don’t feel now is the right time to 
keep a child.”
She said older girls are often 
more torn. They have finished 
with their education and the 
question becomes whether they 
feel up to taking the respon­
sibility of a child.
“A lot of older girls are keeping 
their babies,” she said.
FATHERS COUNSELLED
by PAT MANNING 
Special to the Sidney Review
“It use to be
TOR I’RIOUnA'
TO SPECIAL CHlLDPvEN
Rochfort said top priority is 
given to persons willing to adopt 
children with special needs -- 
that is. children with health 
problems, inter-racial heritage 
or older children. Top priority is 
also given to Roman Catholic 
couples, for Roman Catholic 
homes are harder to find and ii a 
mother stipulates she wants her 
child brought up in that faith, 
every effort is made to find such 
a home.
Low priority is-given to couples 
who have two or more children 
and want to adopt a healthy child, 
said Rochfort.
In the Capital Regional area 
there are 50 homes ready and 
waiting and 00 homes under study 
at the present moment. Rix;hfort 
said only three children were 
: placed this month.
I At an open meeting on adoption 
' held once a month, Rochlort said 
prospective adopting parents are 
1 warned their chances of getting a 
s baby are very slim.
C “It is a very discouraging 
I situation when you think back to 
I what it was years ago. 
t “We warn people not to go’
J dashing out and get a nursery 
I ready the minute they have filled 
^ out the forms,” she said.
DECLINING BIRTH RATE 
Birth control pills, abortion and
IRc'. acceptability of an unwed
i mother keeping her, child are
among the reasons given for the I decline in ihe number of cluldren 
i for adoption/Also the ijirth rate is
A GROWING LIST of adoptive parents is just one ot me 
problems facing Department of Human Resources 
Adoption Worker Elizabeth Rochfort.
Roch-
-■3
■ ŝ. declining — ih and out ol 
:l /wedlock Rochfort commented.
A J_iTonHI/arl in thCAdoptions are handled in 
Supreme Court of British 
Columbia under the provincial 
government's Adoption Act.
While there have been no major 
changes in the Adoption Act in 
recent years, there are rumours 
of change coming out of the 
Berger Commission report which 
lias been looking into family and 
children’s law.
One such matter, whichmight 
be discussed in the next silting ol 
the legislature, is whether an 
adopted child at age 21 might be 
aide to ol)lain his birth 
registration, on which is recorded 
lhi‘ name of liis natural paiamts, 
When a child is born who is to 
be given u}) for adoption. Ihe 
mmsmumam
in a special vault,” said 
fort.
That vault is not opened, she 
explained, under present 
legislation, unless the court rules 
it is in the best interest of !the. 
child. In the last few years she; 
has k nowh of five cases in which 
the court deemed that good cause 
was shown for revealing, the 
documents.
The sort of situation where this 
might occur would be in the case 
of a mother wanting to leave an 
inheritance to her child, or in the 
case where an adopted child is 
once again left parentless.
Generally the sort of in­
formation an adopted child wants 
to know about his na tural parents 
is the racial background, the sort 
of people they are in terms of 
IK'i’sonaiiiy, education, hobbies, 
whether they look like him, 
health background and why they 
were given up.
notcdnfidentiai.
That sort of information is not
confidential and can be given to a 
child from reports compiled 
when the parent(s) agree to give 
up the child, Rochfort said ,they
girls their feelings about the 
baby, the pressures they are 
working under from family and 
boyfriend, what they Will be up 
against if they keep the baby and 
any other problems that might be 
worrying the;girl.
Girls from 15 to 17 generally 
give up their babies, because 
They; don’t feel they could cope 
with a child as a single parent. 
Usually they are in school and 
want to continue with their 
education. Also, said Johnston, 
“they are still growing up and
Johnston says she often sees 
the father of the child and does 
joint counselling.
When the decision to give a 
child up is made, a complete 
background is tilled out. She then 
visits the mother in the hospita 
and ten days after the child is 
born the consent is signed giving 
up the child. Two or three homes 
are suggested to the mother for 
her preference.
Children are usually adopted at 
birth, but can be adopted at any 
age. Rochfort said sometimes 
adults areadopted for inheritance 
purposes. Foster children are 
also often adopted when they are 
self-supporting and adoption does 
not cause undue financial hard­
ships on a family. Single mothers 
will sometimes keep their babies 
and after a year or two find the 
.situation too difficult and offer 
the child for adoption.
Family groups occasionally 
come up for adoption. A family of 
seven was placed in a home in 
Vancouver last year. In a release 
put out by the Department of 
Human Resources, an appeal is 
presently being made for an 
adopting home for a family of six 
children.
In extreme cases a child can be 
taken from a parent, put under
the permanent guardian-ship ot 
the Superintendent of child 
welfare, and with his consent and 
the ruling of the court“in the best 
interests of the child,” be put up 
for adoption.
SUBSIDIES STUDIED
you had lo own 
your own home, be a member in 
good standing of a church and 
have money in the bank.”
These artificial standards do 
not necessarily make you a better 
parent,” she said.
No set income is required of 
adopting parents but how they 
manage their money is im­
portant, she explained.
“As long as they have adequate 
money to provide for a child.”
The Adoption Act reads that 
“an adult person, or an adult 
husband and his adult wile may 
apply for adoption.” This means 
a single person may apply for 
adoption and in fact children 
have been placed in B.C. in single 
homes. Usually they are older 
children, Rochfort explained. 
Under the same act, however, a 
common law husliand and wife 
may not adopt.
.MONTHLY MEETING 
FOR PROSPECTIVE PARENTS 
.Anyone wishing lo adopt is 
asked to attend the monthly 
meeting on adoption held by the 
department of human resources. 
There they can pick up an ap­
plication form and the case is
assigned to an adoption worker. 
The couple are then called into 
the office for further discussion 
and a form is filled out and sent to 
Vancouver. The couple is given a 
priority rating, and in time, a 
home study is done. .A medical 
and chest x-ray is also required of 
the adopting parents.
“And then it sits," said Rocli- 
fort,
“1 think that is the hardest part 
on adopting parents. They've 
done everything they can and 
now it is out of completely of their 
hands,”
“You'd be surprised the 
number of pregnancies that 
result while people are waiting, 
she laughed.
She said usually once or twice a 
month the phone rings with a call 
locancel the adoption aitplicalion 
because of pregnancy.
parents are asked lo come into 
the human resources office 
where the baby will be waiting.
“It is beautiful," she said.
The parents sign a legal notice, 
of intention to adopt, and six
the finalmonths later, sign 
adoption papers.
It’s often a very long wait for 
anxious prospective parents but 
almost without exception the 
waiting is worthwhile indeed.
SIDNEY BOWLING UNES
9819-5th St. 656-3813
Sunday Hidden Score lackpot Now At ‘40.00
Bowl Sundays -
The Hidden Score Could Be Yours
Rwhford said she never calls 
the jyarents to say a baby is 
waiting until the natural mother 
signs the consent. Slic has had 
cases where the prospective 
parents travelled some distance 
to pick up a baby only to be told 
the mother changed her mind.
In the capital region area.
Also Visit the Games Room Upstairs 
Open 7 DAYS - POOL TABLES and 
pm BALL MACHINES for Your Pleasure
1 liuiinro about our other specials for your 
bowling enjoyment
FLEA MARKET
Proceeds for typewriter 
Sunday, Oct. 27, 2-1 P.M.
Sanscha Hall and Parking Lot 
For reservations and information t>5(>-l()(i3
CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT
Under study now are sub­
sidized adoptions which are 
proving to work well in the United 
States, said Rochfort She said 
there are often cases where 
foster parents would adopt a 
child if they could be given some 
financial support; t 
Rochfort said what was 
required of adopting parents has 




Hie Hoard of the Capital Regional District 
wishes to remind the public that under its By-law 
No. 3 the sale and discharge of firecrackers is 
prohibited within the boundaries of the City of 
Victoria, Town of Sidney, Municipalities of Oak 
Bay, Esquimau, Saanich, Central Saanich and 
North Saanich, and the Electoral Areas of Sooke,
Metchbsin, Golvyood, Langford and View T^oyal.
Groceries — Fruit -“ Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
IN STOCK PATTERNS OF
Beacon Avenue Phone 656-1171
Most Sidney Business 
Men Deal
DID YOU KNOW 
YOU CAN ENJOY A 
FINE STEAK DINNER
WALLPAPER
20% OFF BOOK ORDERS
AT
Sidney Rentals FOR ONLY
WATERTROUGH FOR WEHING
YOUR WALL PAPER FOR EASY
; ■
/5
7 031. SIRLOIN, BAKED POTATO,
.1".









' 'li \ \
Dinner is Served 
5:30-9:00
Every Dtiy





Peter Smits and Noel Cronin Load Equipment To 
Speed The Job At Sidney Seafeed
SIDNEY RENTALS
9773 Fifth St 656-5541
ninna
"IHt HtNlNSDUt'S ONL'f PAINT FACTOriYWfl
BEACON PLAZA 656-4822
9756 3RD ST. SIDNEY 656-3975
Miimiiii
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DEADLINE! 5 p.m. 
Insertion stme week.
Monday for
RATES • Sixteen wordn $1.50 






1. Real Estate for Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent .
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. -Work Wanted
7. Home Services and ttnuipment 
For Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats (or Sale














1.1 Acres of Treed Seclusion 
Bealisticaily priced at $79,900.
1 year old Post & Beam 
eonslruction. Custom 
designed and custom built. 
Loads of extras to make this 
home truly unique. Sunken 
livingroom with wrap around 
Brick fireplace. Diningroom 
with built-in cabinet and snack 
bar. Large bright kitchen with 
countertop range and built-in 
oven. 3 spacious bedrooms 
plus den, 4 piece bath & 2 pc. 
ensuite. Loads of extra cup­
boards and closets. Double 
attached garage. Large patio 
off diningroom surrounded by 
wall of used brick. Finishing 
touches are now being com­
pleted. View this beautiful 





required Nov. 1, 1974. Knowledge of 
small engine repairs, contractors 
equipment and welding required. 
Junior man or student required for 
Saturday employment only. Sidney 
Rentals Ltd., 9773 Fifth St„ Sidney. 
656-S541 Mr. Cronin, 43.1
SUPER
FOODS
BEACON AT 1st STREET
Opportunities
Spectacular panoramic view 
from this .67 acre parcel offering 
179, of waterfrontage. Extremely 
comfortable ranch style 
bungalow with just under 1400 sq. 
ft. of living space. Some of the 
amenities include heatiiater 
fireplace and franklin stove, 
large 5 pc. bath and 2 pc. bath, 
wall to wall carpets, separate 
double garage, all appliances 
included. Some of the outside 
features are 16 x 20 boat house, 2 
storage sheds, plus an off shore 
anchorage. This is an excellent 
opportunity for somebody looking 
for a low maintenance home with 
tremendous outlook. MLS 9774 
Realistically priced at $95,000.
(Est. 1912)
Vour Saanich Peninsula
Modern Country home. Deep | 
Cove >2 acre good soil. 3 
bedrooms. Double Carport 
and sun deck. Drive by 10817 






TWO SNOW TIRES, almost new. Size 
6x 13, Phono 6S6.4461. 43-1
FULLER BRUSH CO. 
WATKINS PRODUCTS 




•'Western Caniidu School 
of Auetloneeriiig Ltd. 
Cnnad.n's (lrs,f, and Ihe only 
complotoiv Cnnadlnn course of- 
lorod apywhere. Licensed under 
tho Trade Schcols Licensing Act, 
R. S, A. 1970, C,j66, For particulars 
ot the next course write: Box 687, 








Sidney Clean-up. Ray Bowcott, 656- 
1920. 36-tf
WATKINS MEDICATED OINTMENT 
now on special. Be sure to have it on 
hand for the winter season. Norman 
Hull, 656-4938. 43-2
Beacon Taxi requires Driver-Owners. 
Anyone with late model car and Class 
4 licence. Contact Ted Mooney, 656- 
5586. 43-2
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:39 to
8:31) a.m. to6:00 p.m. 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to9:00 p.m.
ROUND STEAK 
ROAST
TRAILERS SfyiALL GIRL'S BIKE with training wheels. (4-6 year old) $20.00 firm. 656- 
1550. 43-1
Gordon Hulme Ltd. 656-1154
ACREAGE FOR SALE 2 Acre lot in 
subdivision. Water, electricity 8< 
phone. Beautifully treed on good rose!. 
/Viili Bciy ar Oti 22.000. 383-1501.
FENNELL’S 
TRAILER SUPPLIES
VIKING DE LUXE RANGE; 
Frigidaire Fridge; electric broom; 
wine making equipment; spring 
wagon seat; 4 V2 tt. diameter wagon 
wheel; lawn furniture; misc. tools. 






“Vancouver Island’s most 











^ARDMORE: % ac. treed, close to 
golf courses. $27,OCK).'
CRESSWELL ROAD: 2% ac. 
level and cleared. Excellent for 
hCi'ses and humans. $27,000. 
DEEP COVE: 1% ac, on Wain 
Road; Level and cleared. $26,000.
CURTEIS: POINT: App. W ac.! 
fantastic views, treed’ seclusion, ; 
i\vatercqnnectiori:$35,000. C>- 
DEEPT^VE -127 ft: watdrfront, 
13/4 ac. of treed seclusion, 90() ft. 
road frontage, water mains. 
Min. Subdivision W AG — $64,000
('HURCH BUILDiNO 
: and parsonage on East Saanich 
: ;Road/ Suggested uses: church, 





On 1^! k. this venerable 5 
bedroom, 2bathroom, stately
home. Properly renovated, newly






Excellent mortage on this 7 
mos. old home at 9498 
Greenglade, a short distance 
from Sidney in new cul-de-sac 
to give you country living v/ith 
suberbia conveniences. 
TaS fef ully dec ora ted 
throughout with 4 bedrooms, 
den, 2 baths, full high 
basement. Sundeck off 
diningroom ■ overlooks treed 
back yard/Unique fireplace in 
livingroorh and wail-tp-wall 
c a r pet in g t h r o u g h ou tv 
Corhpletely landscaped. Open 





TWO RETAIL STORES for rent. One 
suitable for used furniture bu siness - 
with large outside storage areas; 
smaller store suitable for antique 
store, Gift Shop or Bookstore in Sid­
ney. 656-4076 42-2
1972 AUSTIN MINI One owner. 
Tested. As new. Phone 656-5234. 43-1
Sparlings
CRAIGMYLE MOTEL. 2300 Beacon 
Avenue, 656-4441 now accepting 
bookings for winter rentals. Fully 
furnished suites with kitchenettes, 
colour T.V., cablevision, etc. 35-tf
REPAIRS
6459 PATRiqiA BAY HWY 
652-2511
18 ft. X 6 ft. YARD-BUILT CLINKER, 
Planing Hull, Cedar on Oak Frames, 
twin 20 H.P. Johnsons, Mahogany 
Planked Cabin sleeps 2, Head. New 
fully windowed cockpit cover, ex­
cellent condition, ideal for winter 
fishing. Offers to $2,000. Box 648, 
Ganges, include phone. ‘ 43-2
REAL ESTATE § 
INSURANCE
3 BEDROOM OLDER HOME. Fridge 
8. Stove. $275.00. Available Nov. Tst. 
656-4532. 43-1
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM 
also sleeping room, sunny on ground 
floor. Phone 656-5605. 43-1
Notary Public 
656-5511
FIVE BEDROOM country, un­
furnished house. Short term lease 
available. Abstainers only. $350.00 





ST. STEPHEN'S FALL TEA, 2 p.m. 
Oct. 26, in the Hall. Bake table, 
sewing, garden produce, fish pond. 




Terminal Radar Service Area 
In the interest of improving flight 
safety and particularly in the 
vicinity of major air ports, the 
Ministry of Transport is sending 
its Civil Aeronautics specialsits 
into the field to conduct briefings 
on new changes in flight 
procedures and to answer per­
tinent questions
All those interested in aviation 
safety and how a TRSA will effect 
flying around Vancouver and 
■other major Canadian airports, 
are invited to attend one of the 
briefings in your area.
Sidney - Victoria Airport 
Travelodge - Banquet Room 
Thursday 31 October at f930 
Friday 1 November at 0930 
Saturday 2 November at 1000. 
The implementation date for a 
TRSA at Vancouver is December 
10, 1974. Special charts will be 











Older 2 bedroom home in 
residential area. Upstairs par­
tially developed for additional 
bedrpoms; or playroom & 
bedroom. Good variety of trees 
and shrubs. Storage garage plus 
carport. $30,000.00
BRENTWOOD BAY, Housekeeping 
Room, furnished. Non-smokers. $85.00 
per month. 656-2505. : ’ v , 43-1 ;
Owner Wilf Dorman gives'per­
sonal attention to all orders
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 pim. every 
Thursday. Everybody welcome. ; Ltf-
SMALL TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 
with basement and garage. 656-1744 
after 5 p.m. Ref erences required. 43-1
CASSETTE TAf^: RECORDER, 
microphone; adapter and tapes, 
$20.00, 656-1843:?: : > ; ? : 43-1,
: BRENTWtjOD NEW HOME 
$35,999
Spacious home on quiet cul-de- 
sac in Brentwood: 2; blocks to 
schools and shops. Stone 
fireplace in living room, 
sundeck off dining room, 
kitchen with eating area, 3 
bedrooms - IVa bathrooms. 
Full high basement with 
roughed-in fireplace and 
plumbing. Ready for oc­
cupancy Oct. 15, hurry on this 
one and choose your own 
carpel and colour schemes. 10 
percent financing;
(I5(i-3il21 Wells Hooker (i52-3«34
AbBolutely 1 mmaciilate 
One owner, 2 Bdrm. up plus 
one in fully developed 
basement. Largo landscaped 
lot. Many - extras. Owner 
moving to interior. Must be 
sold. Try your offer on Asking 
Price of $49,500.00
Estate For Sale
Lochside Waterfront over 13 
acre, Flowers and shrubs 
galore, California bungalow 
with 3 Bdrms, tfmirth down in 
full basement) pieture window 
living room with fireplace, 
aeparle dining room and 




‘29,700 sq, ft, choice com­
mercial property fully ser­
viced, Good potential for retail 
stores and offices. In rapidly 
growing area. Price $89,000 
MI,,S. For further information 
call .
(;r)ii-:t!l2 l Wells Hooker «52-3(i34
Older 3 bedroom' large family 
home within easy walking 
distance to good beach. Cement 
floor but basement walls need 
repairs. *35,000:00
3 bedroom townhouse. 1 tt* ba ths. 
W-W throughout. Good sized 
storage area in garden area. 
$34,500.00
m » m -m ' m-m m ^
Work Wanted
CUSTOM FRUIT jgiCING. 
iM/e pay: ; $60.00 per ? ton 
for RIPE, Sound WINDFALLS. 
BEZZOLA'S Juice Ltd. 743-5393
■' 32-tf,
Free advice and brochures on making 
a will. An open meeting will be held at 
the Knights of pythixs Halt on. 
Thursday,,October 24, 2:30 p.m. The 
: Gerieral Public are welcome to attend 
and meet the Victoria BRANCH 
Manager and : Advisory Board 
Members of: Norfolk ,and Retailers : 
Trust and Savings Co. Free Coffee and 
Doughnuts.- : ; . 43;,!
WANTED, cash for Pianos, 






for Sidney - Brentwood Area. Good ; 
workmanship at reasonable prices : ; 
Have good crew for larger jobs. Call 
656-5027. 26-tf 1
FRESH APPLE JUICE 
-■p, ■ $1.80 gal.' ■';
Also custom pressing for W of juice. 
Bezzola's, Freeman Rd., Cobble Hill.
’■:■' '40-tf
Hallowe'en Party, North Saanich Fire 
Hall, Thursday, October 31; 7:30 p.m. 
Children and Adults invited. 43-2
.92 W.Vl’KRFRONT LO T 
NORTH SAANICH 
$50,000.
(i5n.;ill2 t Wells Hiioker (152-3031
5 year old, 3 bedroom cathedral 
entrance home, close to Rpberts 
Bay Beach. Wall to wall in living 
and dining area. Lower level 
almost completely finished with 
rec. room, den, workshop, utility 
room an(i V2 bath. One room 




Country store with., great 
potentiul and adjoining 
two or three bedroom home 
located on two semi-waterfront 
lots overlooking Patricia Buy. 
Because of family misfortune an 




TSARTLIP TRUCK AND TRACTOR 
SERVICE. A five yard dump truck, 
r.otovating, post holes, hay-grass and 
brush cutting, landscaping. 652- 
2913, evening and weekends 652-2717,
41-3
Women's? Gospel Meeting Monday, 
Oct. 28, 1974 at 2:30 p.m.-Sidney Bible 
Chapel. Speaker Mrs. Don Robertson. 
Slides on Shantymens Work, All ladies 
welcome. 43-1
TWO FOOT ORNAMENTAL CEDAR 
TREES 60c each; other garden shops 
and nursery charge, $1.79 and $1.89 
each; 400 gal. heavy steel tank; 




ARC - WELDING REPAIRS, my 
home, reasonable rates. 656-1049. 41-tf
PIRIETREESERVICE 
Quality work. Low rates, 
estimates. 385-8367.
FIREPLACE WOOD — Cedar Post - 
all hardwoods. Orders taken or 
delivery now. Phone 656-1453. 38-tf
Fall Bazaar by the ACIN of Brent­
wood College Memorial Chapel at 
Brentwood Community Hall, Satur­
day, Nov,2., 2-4:30 p.m. Needlework, 
Home Baking, Plants, Attic 
Treasures, Books and White 




BRUNO von Schuckmann. Garden 
service. Pruning. Phone 656-1990, 38-tf
T.O.P.S, Rummage Sale, October 
23,8;30p.m. St, Pauls' United Church, 
Sidney Malaviow and Fifth.
BABY SITTING, ironing, typing done 
In my home, 2197 Amherst St., Sidney.
42-2
CAR PORT SALE, Saturday, 1-5 p.m. 2 
Dinette Suites, various other items. 
Corner Gaiiaran and James White 
Bivd, 43-1
TOPPING AND FALLING TREES,




AND GARBAGE hauled, 
30-11
MATURE, YOUNG LADY, wishes 
housework Phone 656 2165. 43 'l
RUSTY BROWN RECLINER, $75.00; 
Viking Stereo a. B8.W T.V. Com 
blnatlon,SlOO.OOor offer; Swag Lamp, 
gold globe, antique brass trim, $25.00; 
Lloyd baby buggy, $60,00; baby basket 
With mattress and liner, $3.00. All 
items in real good condition. 656-2795.
43-1
The Overseas Missionary 
Fellowship will hold its prayer 
meeting on Tuesday, October 29, at 
2:00 p.m, at 9982 Fifth St. All are 
welcome.
flea Market, Sanscha Hall, Oct. 27, 
2-4 p.m. For information and reser­
vations, phone 656-1063,
WILL BABY SIT in my South .Sidney 
homo, Nice Fenced Yard, Toddlers 
only please, Monday Friday. 656-.5((B2, 
■“' ' " .13-1 TV SERVICi
RUVINE. OR HEl,LING 
PROlMCUrY?
MATURE RELIABLE BABY SIT­
TER and housekeeper avalintalo for 
day work. 656'6179, 43 :1
fill'u factory traiiied s|ifclallst 
: |ih«uc (W(i..,5ii-t 
9967 - 7th .Street Sidney, R.C.
Cenlial Saanich Lions Jackpot 
Bingo $120,00. Monday, Oct. 28, 7:30 
n.rn, Brentwood Community Hall,
A special mooting ol the Peninsula 
Sotter Club ties been .irruiifjecl to 
discuss an important Controversial 
Issue concerning team placement, 
Tlie meeting will bo hold at Salisbury 
Elementary School at 8 p.m, on 
Wednesday, Oct. 30, 1974, Parents are 
oigc-d ic, aileiHl (uui give their vli'ws,
l*ro|ierty Wanted 
Wc have Bcvcnil proHpoctivt! 
buyers for Itomcfl up , to 








HUS, 386-358.5 RKS. 6,56-3602





'WORK WANTED Tree tallino,'' 
cement work, landscaping by hour or' 
contract. Free eilimatei, Call 384.
9737, 33.;(
OLDER 10 CU. FT. FREEZER, good 
working order, $75,00. Phono 656-3164,
' ■'. 43.1
A goner ill ‘ rneeiing of the Saanich 
Peninsula Guidance Association will 
be held Wednesday, October '23rd, at 
7:30 p.m, at the Sidney Elementary 
School, Anyone Interested In 
promoting tay-counselllna on tlio 
ixianith Pontinuin invlloa to idiencl..
OLDER STYLE CHESTERFIELD. 
Good condition; one chair as l«, 656- 














No-step, 3 bedroom, I'a bath 
home on n 62' X 120’lot, H' X 28' 
garage, CloMc to shopping centre 
$39,000,00;
RUSS' TRACTOR service, Rototilllng 
- Big or small lobs, Call anyilme, 656, 
3609, 13.*t
LEWYT VACUUM, Excellent con- 
ditloh. All attachments, $40,(Xbi pair 
vdilte ducks, SS.OO. Phone 654-4296, 43-1
WATER VIEW - DIJKP C(4VE 
Two Bide by side 50 x 117 ft, lotis on 
Chalet; Eoad about 130 yds, North 
Of Birch Road, $13,,(too each.
WATER \nEW - CURTI':i.H 
POINT ,
JUiM acre , on Tryon B.oiu\
overlooking THolium llurbour 
and within easy walking distance 





In a (|ui(3t ceHldt'ntinr neigh* 
liorhood offering a rural iit- 
mospliore is a five bedroom - two 
bathroom home onOiie Acre of 
l.and. The living room has a 
fireplace and a dining area In 
line, There is a separate 4 room 
cottage wliicit could rent for 
$150,no, Dl.kiriet water and a well; 
ficparute hobby or workshop; 
utility .tilled and a large tract of 
black tup surrouiiiiiiig ilie car. 
port, There are numerous fruit 
trees and lovely garden soil 
Asking $69 900 To Vime 
call, ■
,N«'Vft Pt-nnle
(tNE HALF,U’RF, HIT 
Seclusion, pastoral view, trees, 
and piped water, Terms 
acailable, $2,7,:500,00 iMI..S)
reliable CLEANING LADY
roqulred two mornings por wook, 
Must hnvo own frftnnportnflon, Apply 
Box 66, Sflftnichion, B.C, 42-2
ENTERPRISE OIL COOK STOVE, 
$6,5,00; Fawcotf honfer, $35.00/ 30 ofll, 
hof wslor tank, $15,00 or $100 for all 
fhrtto. Include! siovo plpa, nil barral 
,’ind mand, All In excellonf condiflon, 
Phone 636-3/47, 43.1
Iwlsh fo oxprass my slncoro fhonss 
tor tho many card*, (lowors, visits and 
good wishes during my stay In Royal 
JObllee Hospital, special thanks to 
Mayor and Alderman of Central 
Saanich, and volunteer Firo Doparf- 
n-urr. ■ i'..;, MIcmoII
HAR.MGNY
Superior home vvlth attractive 
landseaping. Good financing 
avallalile, lilOO sq, ft. finished, 
with room for further develop- 
meiu, 2 bathrooms, Extra wide 
driveway. $47,000.6(1,
PART-TIME HAIRDRESSER
required (or wig and gilt store In 
Sidney iwo fo throe days por week. 
Call Dawn at 386-0221, 43-1
TWO NEW PLASTIC VENETIAN 
BLINDS, Fit windows 3 ft. 10 In, 
across, 2 ft, 10 in. clown. OHors, 656- 
3002, , 43.1
luen age uuya ur gli is • spoie tune 
cash. T,ske orders for address labels, 
Ask mo how, McAlllafpr, 582 Gold­
'll',’ V' I' i.r.fl,
PART-TIME DRIVERS: Must have 
Class 4 licence. Apply Beacon Taxi, 
IS'S 5S0B '43'1
DOUBLE nED.sprlnaflliod mattress 
and spring. Ceramic kiln, approx, 13 
In, X 11 In, Phone 656'2546, 43.1
5l(jiiuV' itiuios uilonilhivu in losing 
wolght before Christmas cull 654'5BB7
mt 'I ;. p.in, ,1
SVANTCD,. 0.5rclc'i and ado jotj 
worker, one day per wifok, Minimum 
wage, Phono oround ep.ivn 6,52.2,335 43-
,f'
OLDER FRIGIDAIRE FRIDGE,
$90 00; MtClary Easy washer, $.S0,0i'i; 
play pen. $7,0(li ruifhes rack, $4,00. 
Phone 456'20flS, 43-1
UlWIHit
L«mk - TO Dell and Kitty on October 
























3,22 acres - tuilKlivided into :i lots.




'fIvnWNPfl, *a;"f.* biii-ir'O irt
$1.000,0,1, Reduced firm price now 
,$20,9(10,00One mile West 'Of Royal Oak 
' C<rtUr« on West Siaamth Road. Phone 
614154 IS _ ,4*2 3






EDITORIAL AS,$ISTANT needed ny 
local medi.'i arts periodical to I’w'lp 
prepare research article*,^ Pays on a 
piecework basis per arlicle. No ex- 
periuncd necessary, I'juf some local 
travel 1 involved. Would ruM unem- 
ployed' person, needing ground level 
prarfiiral experience in iournalUm. 
dnono D.ivb'itanfon, a.',i2 311/ - 43 1
TWO SNOW
Ccr.rl.fic.ri,





f'Ct;''.) I'V 'r,;'' rrarth ■',^.*1'''^^
Branch of me Regional Ldmary, ThH 
pdsififan enfalis v-a,4rk with the public, 
tvninq, and offitif tienrat work. It v/ili 
invuivo evi-Aing work Pie.ri'be iippiy to 
Mrs K.eranf. before Nov, ,f„19/4 .43.1
OARAOE SALE, Saturday,' and 
Sunday, October J6 and 2/, 9:00 a,m, 
8650 Ebor Terrace (off Amity Or,). 
j'Civ |,?'| 'dbic rodij, tabm 
bench grihiier, kitchen double »lnk, 
ploor poiUher, iron-*tor(e china, 
book!, cToihea a, miscellaneous ar- 
ftrtc't:, 41 1
DOYOUHAVB AWIUUT 
Dee* YoiiT Spouiie have a WillT 
Have your will drawn up at 
NORFOLK TRUST 
1004 niarnharil Vieforl*; B,C, 




BdJii.on Ave . Sidnoy-B'C, ,
2.);i9
4Vtl
TWO SETS SAMSONITE LUOtlAOEi, 
lady'* A gentii, pulIman and week'
end, one pair 'uieiJ' mow- (ire*, 4 ply, 
7.7.5 y, l.f; one iiurner hoi pl.'Ue 652- 
167S, 43-1











WIN A 16 BPEl'ilJ bicycle 
DV nmiHAV' WITH PUB- 
CIIA8I10E ANY NABOB OH 
HEIN/, PHODUCT - 
GET PULL DETAILS AT 
DISFLAV in TIIE. H’IDHE.'

















NSKHTKD AS A PUBLIC SICHVKM 




Home and Office Cleaners 
Complete Janitorial Service 
Windows-Floors-Gutters-Walls
CARPET CLEANING
















r BAR LEE FOODS
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVlSH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 












Robert W. Roper, D.C.











2260 WEILER AVENUE 1 . ^ .'.V






Rest Quality Meat 
and (iroceries






"no job to large 
or loo small"
2:t:!r) Amity Dr. 
Cor. I*at Bay Hwy.
10:0(1 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 
closed Sundays & Holidays
Contractors
Carpet Life Services
“ I'he Ultimate” in 
carpel Steam Cleaning
DANISH UPHOLSTERV
All Repairs-Any size Boat and 





Wall to Wall. Rugs. 
Water Estraction 







Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
656-1412 •
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
PERC. & SOIL
TESTING SERVICE
LAND PERCOLATION TESTING 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 
TRACING ESCAPMENT OF EFFLUENT 






Alterations Repairs Drapes 





New Home.s & Cabinets Custom build 






PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction, Renovations 
8. Alterations. 383-7916 
ACORN SWIMMING POOLS






Medical . Arts 
Building.















Roofing — Repairs — 
Eayestroughs. jy Qualified 
Tlppfers, —.Budget Prices ,T--; 
I Free Estimates 656-4369
General Electronic Repairs
(BUILBAART:;^ 



































PAPER AND VINYL WALL 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 







1936 Llewellyn Place' 
Sidhey^:B.C. 656-5912
CARPENTRYWND 
v ./^Ai'LObU COVERING'; vv 
Residential & Commercial 
656-5342':, ■■■:
Government certified, technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec­



















H0(0vale — I (*vcl — < iiltivale
Plough—Disc —Post Holes
Loading and llanling 
|■’ree Estimates (iri'i-'iTrt!)
Industrial • Rosidontiat 
Commercial Wiring 




9333 Maryland Drive 
656-5077 Sidney, B.C. j,
:v:''8''L/;'v''.'2'R:4, ■







FOR Pl-OPLF. WHO CARE Day'
iniONE 656-2045 
SIDNEY











AM tvn«'' "( rofuiv/iitlnns «■ 
(inishino, Older homos, rewired,
FromiorJ «< (hondrtllons,
Mhoruii 6S6,W» Alivtlmo









M«r liw! Aiilo • i«My oi#M' 
WlmlowOlttii'MIrrm 
WlndubWdi ln»t»ll#d r 
ICIICApproviidi j
iMHuranewClalmii












OiiaNly Moat Ciit WraprX'f’ 




All Mf'itijirn : Aliv 
traudi cui’.hmn.l" curTorn luaib*
i.j'nll III','*























Hepahk - AlM'liMi''*' f'oniiccHons 










' Floor CJare - Wlndowfir:’;%| 
:CnrpotShampoo 
Complfilo Service . 
for’:'V. 
STOliES. OFFICES - HOMES 
. 656-2444",
uM«N«miiikww^^
Sppc/fito/nfli In Hot Water 
Heating
10410 ALL bay RP. SIDNEY 
. Phone 656-15W1‘ 658-5174




1 ' ' eiLi. DriAiN rrooFiNO













Bo6idon(iai - Coiimiofcinl 
lA tioli couibo Coofjiinutiuo




: all piano parts aiockod







nun D WITH HHICK 
ANDHI,HCK' 
IVIASONHV A GENEHAI^





““H : Cri.Hhi l.ine (24 hoursV 3H6-6323
Family Allowiiaco, Old Ai(i' 
CuniirUy mid Gnvirbnli.»>d In­
come SuppUimenl 3ftH'3631
Financial AHHlislanco (Social 
Allnwance and Bupiilcment to 
, UiU Age Sccuiiii i, , . ■ . .
--^■’.idiK.iy, Central and Nwth 
Saanich, GuU iRlaniis 6WI-3M1
'’Adoption. l'‘oj.l,ui care, (.'hlld 
t'(uLiH;.Li(,a, Cimu'tt'riftd Par 
ent's; .




f;()Ii:i Ah'K Ubibl, SHaniddon I’mncmaHOj' .....
PHONE 652*2251
Landlord and Tenant Advisory 
Hurenu ;iH2-.HtKr
Legal Aid - Criininal 3(12-2101
,Jvi<ml'a'oo‘WVa:d:i(»’2U7 ;
Saiml(;h Mental HcaUli Centro
4711-1602
PuhiH! Htuiiib it'rg'nuiaL V*’e’d 
Baby, Iminunization and V,D.
'-Central Savmtctuvnd
Safui'Icl't , 367-r>t2l






TlmevKoncy F'lO'’ ' .,
'"’■'CllirlesV''School
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The action was fast and rough on Saturday afternoon^ as Peninsula Agrarians lost to UVic Norsemen 33 to Four,
Peninsula Rugby Team Loses First Home Game
With two of their number at 
Rest Haven hospital before the 
half-time mark, Peninsula 
Agrarians could do little 
Saturday to hold University of 
Victoria Norsemen in check.
Final score in the Victoria 
Rugby Union, second division 
match was 33 to four, in favor of 
the UVic side.
The Agrarians, playing their 
first league match on a new field 
at SANSCHA, lost team captain 
Jim MacRae early in the first 
half.
MacRae was taken to hospital 
by Sidney Volunteer ambulance
for stiches to a cut on his scalp.
When ambulance drivers
fine.
' IV , . ' ' ‘
returned to the field looking for a 
lost pillow, they arrived just in 
time to carry off George Foley 
with an injured hand. ?
Team manager John Poole said ..
Tuesday that both players were ISS'4^ ■
Poole said, how'ever, that he is ‘ - " * ’
nrkino tn havp thp traHiHpnal '"*4,
» \ '4*- ^
wor i g to e t e tr ditio i 
no-substitution rule changed by 
the Victoria Rugby Union.
Agrarians lone try was scored 
by Gary Falck. Ken McRae, Bob 
Wright, Wayne Gundrum, Craig 
Darling Bob Strchan and Danny 
Wallis all scored for Norsemen.
Agrarians joined the Victoria 
league last year, without a really 
adequate home field — and have 
spent recent months getting their 
new pitch and change rooms in 
shape for the winter season. 
With assistance from North 
1 Saanich, Sidney, SANSCHA and 
members of the community; the 
field has been improved, goal 
posts and lights installed and 
change room and showers con-
Sidney Works Superintendent 
Ted Clarke, in particular, has 
worked hard to get the playing 
area in proper condition, coach 
Wallace told The Review.
With approximately 25 active 
players, the club won both of 
their first two league games this 
year.
Agrarians will play at least 18 
league games this season, plus a 
number of exhibition matches.
They hope to field a third 
division team next year, and are 
always looking for new players, 
Wallace said.
The club trains Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at SANSCHA starting 
at 6:15 p.m.
REVIEW PHOTOS BY GEORGE MANNING
ED PRICE
WORKS
Latest venture of the Sidney 
recreation commission is proving 
popular with peninsula residents.
Flea markets, held on Sunday 
afternoons in SANSCHA hall, 
have attracted crowds estimated 
at a thousand people, and more 
are attending each time.
Next flea market will take 
place on Sunday, October 27, 
from 2 to4 p.m. Sellers may enter 
the halljat 1 p.m. to set up their 
display^
The markets provide an ex­
cellent opportunity to profitably 
dispose of attic and garage 
treasures ~ or to buy needed 
items at bargain prices.
Ed Price Is New to Sidney Politics 
But Not New To What He Wants To
Goods ranging from home- 
baked pies to antique bottles 
were on sale at the latest flea 
market, held Thanksgiving 
weekend.
Recreation Commission 
Secretary Eleanor Sowerby said 
that approximately 24 sellers 
rented tables from the com­
mission (at$2 for a large table, $1 
for a small one) on October 13.
NOV. 16













Sunponsion 12 oz. 
msl 2,1f5
(or aciults ... 
ID'S msl 1,75 i
Formula 44
Multi-Vitamins
Vick's cough syrup, 5 oz. 
rnsl 2,09
Fear! Drops v/ith iron,’'ono-a'*day 100's rnsi 4 75 SALE
rtjQ' or iTiini, 1.00 mi. 
msl 1.69
799
mm SALE ‘M <^7 moMthwarih, 
mal 2,29 ‘
iUACON AVR, KOWCV








Real Estate John Bruce Sidney 
Realty
HOW CAN YOU TELL A "LOOKER" FROM 
A SERIOUS BUYER?
No one has yet found a way of divining the answer from 
first appearances or facial expressions or manner of dress. 
The answer is much more matter of fact.
. .It is a job for a professional Realtor with the experience, 
judgement and know-how to properly qualify prospective 
home seekers.
..The home buying process is best begun in the Realtor’s 
office where the buyer’s needs and financial bracket are 
frankly discussed. With this information, matched against 
the offerings of the market from the Realtor’s files, the 
Realtor is able to save both seller and buyer time and energy 
by avoiding inspections of unsuitable properties.
..Perhaps notliing is more tiring to a home seller than to 
have seemingly endless numbers of persons trooping through 
their home when, in many cases, the "prospect” may be 
looking for an entirely different type of dwelling or be merely 
curious.
...Neither the seller or buyer is benefitted by such in­
discriminate inspection tours. A capable Realtof knows this 














mmn $109!«» LB. 1
GAINERS ALL BEEF WES T E R N : FAMILY 1


























l ^ Walnut Pieces 
iilf Chopped
1 ★ Seedless Raisins
1 -sSr Seedless Raisins
1 ★ Golden Raisins
m ai. ...  .. 69* 1
7\4 01: 65* 1 
16 or. -
32 oz, tJM I
16 at::'jg*.
IsUCED TiniUTS CHUNKS ('RU.SI!ED
1 PINEAPPLE s 49*1
1 E.D, .SMITH JIIOZ.
1 PIE FILLING BLUEHERRY CHERUV’69* 79'






11 A L L O W E !■: N'.^, /\ H.U L T COSTt.i,ME DANCE 
HAT. NKiHT ' HANCIIA
ta^5„ms3lu,iS
